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IMS feels strain of budget
By Debra Beal
REPORTER

President Ribeau has said that
budget cuts will not interfere
with instruction at the university,
but the $2 million cut in state
funds is bound to have an impact
on operations. In this case, a
short supply of a special light
bulb made PowerPoint and visual presentations ineffective for
four weeks of classroom lectures.
While giving a recent lecture
for a weather and climate class in
Olscamp 115, Professor Arthur
Samel tried to use the video projector for visual aides, but a dimming projector lamp made the

ByTfflaniMcKenzie
CUESI REPORTEB

After nearly an entire academ ic year as Dean of the College of
Education
and
Human
Development, losue Cruz, Ir. is
now familiar with his role. He
foresees
that
there
will be
many
issues
in the
fall to
tackle.
"lam
pleased
to say
that the faculty of the College
have proposed a number of priorities that will be addressed this
coming year," Cruz said. "They
revolve primarily around issues
of diversity, research and teaching. I fully support an examination of these topics and expect
that they will have a very positive
impact on the future of the
College."
He also stated that the
University will be doing a number of self studies to determine
where it wants to be in five years.
A native to San Antonio, Texas,
Cruz came to the University in
August after assisting the president at the University of South
Florida where he was a professor
of childhood education.
Cruz attended a public school
as a child. He received his bachelor's degree in sociology from
Our Lady of the Like University
in San Antonio, Texas. He then
got a master's degree in education from the University of
Wisconsin at Madison.
Dean Cruz served on the faculty of the University of Virginia,
The Ohio State University and
the University of South Florida.
Contacted by the University
while employed at the University
of South Florida, he had previously been on campus for several meetings regarding student
recruitment and the preparation
of teachers The campus was
familiar to him as well as the
University's reputation of being
a leader in the preparation of
teachers and undergraduate
teachers' program.
According to coworkers, Cruz
seems to have made an easy

this $400 lamp replaced." He was
informed the bulb had been
ordered and delivery was expected within two weeks, which was
not a quick solution.
By that time, the semester
would be over, and Samel wondered how IMS could allow
themselves to run out of a standard supply for the equipment in
Olscamp. "If budget cuts are getting in the way of instruction, this
is a source of concern." Samel
said.
At the same time, Samel had
no complaints with IMS staff. I le
found they were prompt in getting back to him on his requests.

slides difficult to read. Samel
reported the problem to
Instructional Media Services, but
a couple of weeks went by and
the bulb has not been replaced.
"Obviously, the bulb was experiencing a slow and painful
death, because the dimming
gradually worsened." Samel said.
He then checked back with IMS
about the delay in fixing the
problem.
In response, Samel received an
e-mail from an IMS employee
stating, "We apologize for the
dimming video projector bulb.
Due to budget cuts we have had
to go through many hoops to gel

and he felt they were working to
fix the problem.
After IMS received the repair
order, the equipment needed to
be checked out to determine the
actual problem. "Sometimes a
loose cable can create a problem," Julie Baker, manager of
classroom technology said.
Working mostly with a staff of
students, they needed to have a
repair crew available when the
room was unoccupied, which
required some time.
Once the bulb was verified as
the faulty part, the department
found they were out of replacement lamps. In an uncommon

circumstance, three projectors
had dimming lamps at the same
time, and the department only
had two replacements.
"We were not prepared for
three lamps to go out in one
week," Kevin Work, director ol
IMS said. The bulbs have an 18nionth life, so usually two
replacements are a sufficient
supply to have in stock.
With the department operating under budget constraints,
they followed the University
guidelines on reductions and
went through the usual process
BUDGET CUTS, PAGE 2
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GROOVIN': A student performs his rendition of "Breakfast at Tiffany's" during last night's BG Wendy's
Idol competition in the Student Union. Many students came to show off their singing talents as a full
crowd looked on in the Falcon's Nest. The competion was celebrating Wendy's one-year anniversary.

CRUZ, PAGE 2

The Bowling Green Chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa recently
announced its new inductees.
Phi Beta Kappa is the oldesl
and most distinguished academic honor society. It was started in
1779 and is a coveted recognition
of outstanding scholarship in the
liberal arts and sciences.
Many prominent members of
our U.S. history have belonged
to the group. This includes 16 of
our country's presidents, Mark
Twain, Daniel Webster, lane
Adams, Alexander Graham Bell,
Pearl Buck, Paul Roberson and
Eli Whitney.
"Phi Beta Kappa is a wellknown honorary society, though
I was unaware of this when I had
been notified of my acceptance.
My college-educated relatives
were very impressed when they
found that I had been inducted,"
said Junior Chris Fluckinger.
The Bowling Green Chapter
was charted in 1983, but only
after years of close examination
by the society's national office.
Each university has to go
through this scrutiny in order to
be charted. Only 240 universities have been awarded Phi Beta
Kappa chapters.
The society is known across
the country as an organization

full of the who's who of liberal
arts and sciences students,
"There .ire many benefits to
being involved in the group, it
can be used as a reference cm a
resume and it provides opportunities to gain leadership skills
and participate in community
service projects." said senior
Bethany Chime.
To become a member of Phi
Beta Kappa. Bowling Green stu
dents must be at least a junior. In
the top 15 percent of theii i lass,
be in a liberal arts and sciences
program, and meet GPA requirements, Members are also
required to pay a $40 membership fee that goes toward general
funds of the group.
Once members are Inducted,
they can attend meetings and
participate in community service projects. I or the most part, it
is a society that does not require
heavy participation.
"I am both proud and excited
to be a member of Phi Beta
Kappa and I am very grateful that
there are organizations like Phi
Beta Kappa that honors hard
work and achievement It realty
gives me motivation to continue
my studies, partly because I
believe my efforts will not go
unnoticed." Fluckinger said.

BGHS senior off to US. Naval Academy
By Lauren Cappuzzello
GUEST REPORTER

This is your 6 a.m. wake up call.
Anthony Sitter of Bowling Green
has this to look forward to for the
next four years. Sitter, a senior at
Bowling Green High School,
received an offer of appointment
to attend the U.S. Naval Academy
in Annapolis, MD.
The news of an appointment
brought relief to the 4.0 scholar
athlete. "I don't have to worry
about the applications, scholarships, and working during coUege
I mean this will be it," Sitter said.
According to the Princeton
Review, the U.S. Navel Academy
is the eighth hardest school to get
into out of 338 schools on the list.

Anthony Sitter

Sitter's ACT scores ranked him in
the middle half of the students
attending the academy, but when
comparing this to BGSU students, he would be ranked in the
top one-tenth of the student
body.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

Congressman Paul Gillmor, ROld Fort, nominated Sitter for the
Naval Academy, along with 27
other students across Ohio for all
four of the U.S. service academies. "I am very pleased that
Anthony has been offered an
appointment for admission to
the United States Naval
Academy," Gillmor said. "He is
certainly an outstanding student,
a gifted student-athlete, and a
fine young man. 1 am sure he will
do very well in all his future
endeavors." Sitter also received
the Senate nomination.
At Bowling Green High School.
Sitter earned a National Merit
Award in science and qualified
for state competition in the

THURS Y
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Greater Toledo Council of
Teachers and Mathematics test.
Besides academics, Sitter
excels in swimming. His best
event was the 200-meter
freestyle, but he qualified for the
state championship in the 400meter relay this year in Canton,
Ohio. He lettered his junior year
and won many scholar athlete
awards. He has been swimming
since the age of 12.
Having Lived in Bowling Green
all of his life, Sitter faces the challenge of traveling to Maryland for
school. "I will not be looking forward to being away from home
because I won't be able to come
home very often," he said. "I will
be leaving all of my friends, but

this was an opportunity I couldn't
pass up."
Sitter didn't attend public
school until his freshman year in
high school. He was homeschooled full-time through the
eighth grade. He went to the high
school part-time until his junior
year.
"My husband and 1 decided to
home school him because my
husband is a real estate agent and
worked weekends and nights, so
we wanted family time in the
middle of the day and week;
therefore, we wanted school to
work around family time," Diane
Sitter, Anthony's mother, said.
Sitter was pulled out of home
schooling so he could join the

high school swim team. In order
to participate in athletics, Sitter
must take at least one course at
the high school. This year, he
attends BGHS four periods of the
day and BGSU for the English 111
class.
While attending die Academy
he wants to specialize in aerospace engineering while attending the Academy, and also participate on the Academy's swim
team.
"I'm going to go in there knowing that it takes listening to them
to get through it." Sitter said. He
will be committed to the Navy for
five years after graduation, as
SITTER, PAGE 2
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"This is a three phase project that should nicely retrofit both
towers for improved living and increased safety."

BRIEFING
JAMES MCARTHUR, UNIVERSITY ARCHITECT

UAO WILL SPONSOR
A "PRE-EXAM JAM"
UAO is sponsoring a "precxam jam" lonighl. featuring
the Pal McGee Band.
"The concert will give students a chance to take a study
break, listen to some good
music and hang out at the
Union," Nick Lewis, board
director of UAO, said.
Hie Pat McGee Band has
performed with bands such
as The Wallflowers and
Counting Crows.
"The band has its own style,
a kind of folk-rock-country
infusion," lordan Ohler. UAO
president, said.
The concert will be held in
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
in the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union at 8 p.m.
Tickets are S8 with a valid
BGSU ID and S10 to the general public and will be on sale
until the start of the concert.
Alice Peacock will also perform at the event.

Offenhauer remodels
By Kendra Ludemann
REPORTER

Construction crews have set
up camp next to Offenhauer
Towers. They are building an
addition next to Offenhauer
East which will house an emergency power generator.
The generator will be used for
both east and west towers in
case of power interruption to
the buildings.
Construction began approximately one month ago, according to lames McArthur,
University architect. The general contractor
is Mosser
Construction.
The construction coincides
with a renovation of both
Offenhauer towers. The renovation will be conducted in three
phases, McArthur said.

Budget cuts into
media usage in classes
BUDGET CUTS. FROM PAGE 1
of having the purchase approved,
rather than expediting the order.
Overnight delivery would have
been a quicker solution.
While it is unfortunate their
supply ran out. "We would never
allow budget constraints to prevent us from ordering necessary
supplies. If necessary, we would
borrow money from another
department or from next year's
budget," Baker said. With a low
budget. "We do more with less,"
she said.
Considering that budget cuts
have had their impact all across
campus, proactive steps such as
the hiring freeze has helped the
University
to
manage
the
decrease in funds. "Compared to

our sister universities across (he
state, we are faring IxMter than
others," Teri Sharp, director of
media relations said.
Miami
University recently
announced a tuition increase for
Ohio students to pay the same
rate as out-of-state students. The
increase will affect more than
two-thirds of Miami's students.
Additionally. Akron, Cleveland
State, Ohio University and
Youngstown
State
have
announced tuition increases
ranging from 9.5 percent to 10
percent starting this summer.
Although IMS has suffered from
tight constraints, they are budgeted to increase the number of
video projectors in Olscamp from
91 to 104 over die next few years.
Work said. The current budget- is
allowing room to grow.

Phase one includes renovating restrooms and showers of
the east tower on floors six
through 10. The project also
calls for installing new data and
communications for the tower.
This summer, a fire sprinkler
system for the east tower will be
completed. Other fire safety
improvements will also be
installed. To finish phase one,
masonry repairs and window
replacements will be conducted
on the east and north sides of
the building.
Phase two will begin in the
summer of 2004. During this
phase, restroom renovations for
floors one through five of the
east tower will be completed.
The remaining masonry repairs
and window replacements will
also be completed on the north

Sitter is ready to
receive orders
SITTER, PROM PAGE 1
long as he doesn't take any sort
of specialized training options,
like pilot training.
After graduation, he hopes to
enter the field of politics or even
be a musician like he's always
wanted. Sitter said he plays the
guitar for his church youth
group and jams with friends
whenever he has free time,
which isn't very often. "I won't
be able to listen to music or
play the guitar during my first
year at the Academy because

SAVE THE DATE
UAO presents...

S

HOMECOMING
CONCERT
October 4, 2003
Anderson Arena
Do YOU know who it will be?
Let your voice be heard!
Fill out the UAO Fall 2003
Concert Survey in today's
paper.

and west side of the east tower.
Renovations will also begin
for the west tower in 2004. The
west tower will see the same
renovations that the east tower
will face this summer.
The third and final phase of
the renovations will take place
during summer of 2005. At this
time, restroom renovations will
be completed for floors one
through five in the west tower.
The west tower will also have
masonry repairs and window
replacements.
"This is a three phase project
that should nicely retrofit both
towers for improved living and
increased safety," McArthur
said.

music is not allowed," he said.
Sitter said the opportunities
he will gain from the Academy
will be a launch pad toward all
sorts of paths. "The Academy
will be an incredible base for so
many careers, and I don't want
to give that up if I have that
chance," Sitter said.
Sitter will be leaving for
Annapolis July 1 to attend Plebe
Summer, which, according to
the U.S. Naval Academy Web
site, is "a period designed to
turn civilians into midshipmen."

Cruz brings
prestige to U.
CRUZ, FROM PAGE 1
adjustment to the University.
"Dean Cruz has adapted very
well and quickly and has made it
easier for me to make the transition to new leadership," Marilyn
K. Geiger, administrative secretary in the dean's office, said.
As Dean of the College of

I dilution
and
Human
Development, Cruz is the chief
administrator for the college.
Being the dean involves being
responsible for determining
where the college should go. He
hires faculty, deals with the budgel and makes various assignments within the college.
Cruz was not alone in taking
on a new position here. Fiona
Mackinnon, associate professor
and associate dean in the college
of Education and Human
Development, began working in
her new position at the same
time as Cruz. She had been at
the University for 15 years, but
the job as associate dean was
something new to her.
"His style is very much one of
collaboration," Mackinnon said.
Along with Dean Cruz's many
roles he plays at die University,
he served on the boards of some
of the most prestigious professional organizations. Dean Cruz
recently completed a three-year
term as vice president of the
National Association for the
Education for Young Children.
He is currenUy on the board of
Nick Ir. magazine. He takes

pride in his work. He has a copy
of the latest Nick Ir. magazine
laying on the table in his office,
offered as reading material for
guests. He was nominated to
serve on the magazine's board
two years ago because of his
active role in the early education
field. The board meets annually
in New York.
In addition, he is the author of
numerous publications and
technical reports. These reports
deal with issues of teacher education and childhood education. His professional work has
taken him to Europe, India,
Chile and Cuba. He was a
Eulhright Scholar to India.
Dean Cruz still finds the time
to exercise regularly at the
Bowling Green City Park and in
his home. He also enjoys cooking. He enjoys grilling fish and
"real" fajitas as well as paellas,
gambas dc ajillo and several different soups. He occasionally
bakes Mexican sweet bread.
Tracking and hiking are among
his hobbies as well.
Dean Cruz and his wife, LolUe,
have three daughters, two of
whom are undergraduates at the
University of Florida and one
who will be an incoming freshman at the Bowling Green. Cruz
smiled about his daughter's
choice to attend the University
and quotes her as saying,
"BowlingGreen isoneofthebesl
kept secrets around."
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STUDY SHOWS LINKS BETWEEN OBESITY, CANCER

CAMPUS

(U-W1RE) OXFORD, Miss. - College students may have
another reason to visit the gym on a more regular basis
because a new study shows that losing weight can reduce
the risk of cancer. The American Cancer Society conducted the study and concluded obesity might be a primary
cause of 20 percent of cancer deaths in women and 14 percent of cancer deaths in men.
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Sleep important for
summer road trips
By Sara Rodriguez
mill tROIAN

9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
University Bookstore's Book Buy
Back
Union Multipurpose Room

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Capture the Flag Informational
Table
Sponsored by CRU..
Union Lobby
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Ticket Sales for Hindustani
Classical Recital
Sponsored by the India Students
Association.
Union Lobby

Wellness Connection/Bacchus/
Gamma will have tables showing
various ways to relieve stress
before finals; massage therapist,
coloring, etc. Rain site - Tallies
inside Union foyer.
Union Oval
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Photo Club Photo Sale
Union Lobby

11 a.m.
Finals Fast
Take a break from finals and stop
by Finals Fest sponsored by BACCHUSGAMMA and the Wellness
Connection to hang out, play
games, and relieve stress!
Union Oval

Noon
Brown Bag Lunch: "Funny Women
on Tape"
It's the end of the semester. Our
nerves are frayed.. Yours too?
Time for a "humor break." Let us
know, by April 23rd. which female
comedian you want the center to
showcase. Whoopi? Margaret?
Ellen? All of the above? Someone
else? We'll have the videos and the
popcorn. Come laugh and relax.
The Women's Center. 107Hanna
Hall

11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Finals Fest

2:30 p.m.
Honors Program/Reception

Olscamp 101
7 p.m.
New Works tor Youth
Free and open to the public.
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center
7 p.m.
Wheelchair Basketball Game
The game will feature the Toledo
Silverstreaks vs. BGSU Mens
Basketball Team. Free pizza and
drinks will be provided! Hope to
see you there!
Recreation Center
8 pm
UAO's Preexam Concert
Doors open at 7.
Union Ballroom
8:30 pm
UA0 Movie - King of New York
Gish Theatre
9:30 pm
UA0 Movie- Dr. No
Union Theatre

exams, however, the local chapter of the Automobile Club of
Southern California recommends to make sure the vehicle
being driven is in top condition
and can handle the rise in summer temperatures.
I lot weather may lead to radiators overheating, failing batteries, broken air conditioning systems and problems with hoses
and belts.
Drivers can have their cars
checked out by a mechanic to
make sure fluid levels and parts
such as hoses and belts arc all in
prime condition and experts
also recommend that drivers
keep emergency kits with them
while on long trips.
If the car is not cared for properly, accidents may follow.
I he worst thing that ever
happened to mi' was when my
dad was driving and a car came
down die road and spun out of
control," said Clare Collins, a
sophomore majoring in psychology.
"He was going IOO last and I
think bis lircs were bald." she

said

BG NEWS

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER
Monday, April 28:
! for a suspected window peeker on
Complainant repotted he lost his
\ third street
wallet at the basketball courts
Complainant reported 11 chairs
between Harshman and Kreischer.
missing from the Union.
Complainant reported a parking
Reported suspected drug activity in
Kohl Hall under investigation.
decal was stolen from their car.
Complainant lost her wallet, PED
Complainant requested officers look

LOS ANGELES - While summer destinations, panics and
the long break from school may
be looming on students' minds,
safety issues arc probably the
farthest from their tired and
overworked brains.
"Snidies have shown that college and high school kids arc
over scheduled," said Nyla
Wilkins, with MS&I. public relations. "Working and partying
and with all of those factors
sleep is something that's lost,
especially during pi-.ik test
times."
But sleep should be the first
priority for students making
long road trips, she said.
"If you can t sleep, then drinking an energy drink or some
kind of product that can give
you a little pep should help,"
Wilkins said. "Driving in the car
with someone that can help
keep you awake is also a good
idea."
Statistics from the National
Sleep Foundation, KNBC-Ixis
Angeles and the Automobile
Club of Southern California

show that a penon awake for 24
hours has the same performance equivalent of someone
with a .10 blood alcohol level,
and that a person who sleeps
only five hours a night is four to
five times more likely to crash
than someone who has gotten a
full eight hours of sleep.
People who drive for long distances can also experience
"microsleep" for a few seconds
at a time. Itir someone driving
65 mph, these few seconds correspond to the length of a foothall field.
"I can vouch for the importance of sleep," said Brittany
I lull, a sophomore majoring in
psychology.
"I was driving home from
dance rehearsal once and it was
a hot day, and traffic was moving slow," she said. "My eyelids
were heavy and the next tiling I
knew I had tapped the back of a
Mustang."
Sleep is definitely an important factor, I lidl said. "Your body
will make you sleep whether
you're ready to or not."
Besides just recovering from
the sleep deprivation of final

and keys.
Complainant reported his bicycle
stolen from the Founders bike rack
where it was locked
Complainant reported that she has
been receiving harassing telephone
call from a subject on campus

WWW.BGNEWS.COIVI

BRIEFING
Ohio U. student's sexual harassment claim turns into big lawsuit
(U-WIRE) ATHENS, Ohio(Ihio I Iniversity is facing a $3
million lawsuit that accuses
officials of botching an investigation into a professor who
took topless photographs of a
female student during a modeling session.
The suit alleges officials

were "deliberately indifferent" to the sexual-harassment
complaint OU senior Becky
Humes filed against I any
Nighsvvander, director of the
School of Visual

Communication, who took
semi-nude photos ol her in
September.

The suit was filed last
Thursday in the U.S. District
Court of Columbus on
Humes' behalf. I lunies. a
visual communication major
from Youngstown, Ohio, is
seeking damages from OU
and Nighsvvander.

LIVE IN STYLE WITH YOUR PET

Ask about
specials
for students

BIRCHW00D 650 SIXTH ST.
NEWLY REMODELED
Mi pets allowed. New Items Include: stove, refrigerator, over the

$99/year for
Unlimited dial-up Internet Access
includes email access and
10MB of space for a personal website
Call us for more information
419-354-6013
High Speed DSL available in BG

sttw Microwave, celling Ian light combinations, bath cabinets, closet

Fm POOL
Mte/trom, MO Gotoim T,

, window coverings, closet organizers oil street parking.

OOMI PLAY

^SAFE

Each resident receives tree membership to
newly renovated Cherrywood Hearth Spa.

NOW RENTING FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
530 S. Maple • 352-9378

t04 S. *t*n*
353-0988

Mon-Frl. 8-12. 1-4:30, Sat. 10-2
www.prelerredpropartlesco.com

Good Luck
on Finals!

elebrate
with
Jewelry

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORI
Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
Picture ID Required

PirtbJ.iiAnnivt'rviric-.
Promotions,
Onduationi
oc JU>I \v\ng toptthcr.
we .ill have H li>t to
celebrate- Jcweln. makes

ihiwe celehratmev even
more meaningful.
Make yuui
,1 celcbf.H . r.
forever
h jeweirv.

April 30 to May 10
IWednesday. April 30 & Thursday. May 1

(9 am to 8 pm) I

[Friday.

May 2

(9 am lo 5 pm) I

[Saturday.

May 3 & Sunday. May 4

(11 am to 5 pmi

[Monday,

May 5 lo Thursday, May 8

(9 am lo 8 pm) f

IFriday.

May 9

(9 am to 7 pm) |

[Saturday.

May 10

(9 am lo noon)

Register to Win a Free PC

aid Fine
elers
139 S. Main St.
Hnvvfhg Cireen, Ohio
Mon *ri 9:30am - 5:30pm
Thuit 9:30am - 9:00pm
Sal 9:30am- 4:30pm

■
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"Here's a greeting for you from a chimpanzee: whoo whoo whoo, oogh oogh oogh
oogh oogh oogh oogh oogh. ooh ooh, oooh,
ooo."
Primate expert and wildlife champion JANE GOODAI.Laddressing the State
Department. She is working with Secretary of State Colin Powell to light deforestation, inewwetk am)

Bush's tax-cuts aren't helping US.
■*•

r-W'IKK KDITOKIALI LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY

Remember "fuzzy math?" That
was President Bush's colorful
characterization of Al Gore's
social security and Medicare
scheme during the never-ending
2000 presidential election. Well, it
seems Rush had it all wrong.
Apparently, he's the fuzzy-numbered one.
The president is cockeyed
when it comes to taxes. The
dimmest of us are boggled that
he hasn't emerged from the fog
of fiscal delusion. In case he gets

this memo: George, you can't
slash taxes to the tune of $550
billion, provide a federal prescription drug benefit, increase
spending for Medicare and
defense (to fund the ongoing war
on terrorism); meanwhile, pay
down the national debt — and
then dream the budget somehow will balance itself.
The first Bush concocted the
wonderful pejorative "voodoo
economics." It was a term
invented before most of our

times but in a similar context.
During the 1980 Republican
presidential nomination, Ronald
Reagan campaigned on cutting
taxes while increasing defense
spending. President Bush 41
referred to Reagan's ill-fated policy as voodoo economics because
reducing income while increasing spending is contrary to reason. The result was a Reagan victory and a $4 trillion debt eight
years later... the same debt
plaguing our lackluster economy

Bush should not be re-elected
CRAIG
STERN
U-wire Columnist
It is still more than a year and
a half before the next presidential election, and already George
W. Bush is on the campaign trail.
I'd like to send him a letter
"Bush, buddy — relax! Take a
load off. You still have 20 months
left of watching the NFL and
choking on taxpayer pretzels
before we boot you out of office.''
I suppose he still has some
ambition left in him. however.
I le took a trip to Ohio Thursday
to get a head start on his campaign, talking to workers at a
steel plant (Andrew Carnegie
would be proud) and a few
weapons manufacturing plants.
This time around. Bush has
decided to split his focus
between the economy and
national security. Why? Because
the economy is still down the
tubes, and if he can run on
national security, he nets to rely
on the tough guy image our
media have been generous
enough to permit him.
If he could get away with it,
I'm sure he wouldn't mention the
economy at all.
Regarding Bush and his strategy with the economy, the Los
Angeles Times ("Bush Shapes
Reelection Plan to Avoid Dad's
Fate," April 24) quotes Ross K.
Baker, a professor of political science at Rutgers University. "The
question is whether die people
will be satisfied by an attentive
president who doesn't turn the
economy around," Baker said.
"You can't play Herbert Hoover
and say prosperity is just around
the comer. You have to appear to
be very busy and very focused
on the economy and hope the
inexorable forces of the economy play out In your direction."
Well, it's good to know that our
president is going to "appear to

be very busy and very focused
on the economy" while secretly
banking on the hope that the
recession will correct itself without him actually doing anything.
That really inspires confidence
from me. I recall the summer of
2001, when Bush appeared to be
busy deliberating over the issue
of stem cell research during his
"Home to the Heartland" tour.
And yes, he actually named his
vacation that.
After 31 days of sitting around
his ranch and coming out every
so often for a photo-op (thus taking the longest presidential vacation since 1969), Bush handed
down the momentous moral
decision that we would continue
stem cell research but only sort
of. Actually, not really, only a little. Kind of. Maybe not. What
can I say? He is truly a man of
strong moral fiber.
This is a man that works hard
for his money. Not for the
American people, mind you, just
for his money. I le spent so much
time last November raising
money for Republican
Congressional candidates that it
was impossible to distinguish
him from a mobile ATM.
Meanwhile, the good people
of Ohio listened to Bush last
week, and of those that cheered
for him, I'm sure neither the
168,000 Ohio jobs lost under
Bush nor the possibility that they
might lose theirs crossed their
minds.
These things are of no consequence So long as Bush talks
about lowering taxes, they will be
happy.
Perhaps Bush has been reading too much Andrew Carnegie.
He actually still believes that yet
more tax cuts are going to help
where two and a half years of the
same thing have not. Ciunegie
wrote the following:
Thus is the problem of Rich
and Poor to be solved. The laws
of accumulation will be left free;
the laws of distribution free.

Individualism will continue, but
the millionaire will be but a
trustee for the poor; entrusted
for a season with a great part of
the increased wealth of the community, but administering it for
the community far better than it
could or would have done for
itself."
You see? Bush, our benevolent
savior, will become a trustee for
the poor. His tax cuts for the rich
carry all the benefits of socialism
but without sacrificing anybody's individuality. Carnegie
predicted it all generations
before our time: Trickle-down!
Of course, when it comes right
down to it, Bush's national security credentials are, if anything,
worse than his economic ones.
Customs (you know, the people who are making sure terrorists don't enter the country) has
received literally none of the new
funding in the Bush budget that
it needs to meet its increased
responsibilities.
The Coast Guard, the firefighters, the police: all of these critical
national security functions have
had the axe taken to their budgets in order to finance - here's a
surprise - Bush's tax cuts.
New York City has had to lay
off 4,000 police officers since
Sept. 11, and about 40 New York
fire companies are on the verge
of shutting their doors. Only by
virtue of Congress did the city
receive a scanty $200 million in
aid, compared to its SI billion in
yearly counterterrorism costs
Bush suggested giving them far
less. On the plus side, he probably sports an American Hag sticker on his SUV
One has to wonder how long
the media can ignore his hostility
to really providing homeland
security while favorably covering
his invasions of mass uselessness.
Poor Bush. At least he's given
himself a head start this time
around. God only knows, he
needs it.

today.
The current Bush took his case
to the people. Last Thursday,
Bush went to Lima, Ohio to
strongarm deficit-disdaining
Ohio Sen. George Voinovich into
supporting his original $726 billion tax cut package Even standing in front of an Abram's tank
plant, Bush was unable to persuade Gore.
Now, here's why the budget
matters to students. Hopefully,
most of us will graduate shortly

***

and be on our way to prominent
careers. The only way we will
realize the pot of gold at the end
of the proverbial college rainbow
is if we get jobs. If the federal
debt increases, as it obviously
will under Bush's framework,
inflation rises, our money loses
value, things cost more and businesses go caput — all culminating in fewer jobs for all.
But we have everything else to
worry about, and taxes won't
matter until we are older. The

problem is that the taxes you will
pay in 10 years are being implemented through tax policy today.
Next time you hear Bush bloviating about his rich buddies'
burdensome taxes, remember
Bush's philosophy failed tragically during the Reagan administration. If we give that policy another opportunity, it's likely to break
the back of our economy and
eliminate those jobs for which
we've been studying so hard to
be qualified.

Keep up the fight
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
after graduation

What was the stupidest
thing that you did
in college?

BRIAN
YETZER
Guest Columnist

T0NYVU0TT0
SENIOR
CONSTRUCTION MGMT.

"Threw a computer
monitor off my third
floor window on my
21st birthday"

JUSTIN "JD" DICKERSON
SENIOR, MARKETING
"Forgot my girlfriend's
name at Tony's 21st
birthday party... sorry?"

SETH ROBERTS
SENIOR, SPORTS MGMT.
"Got buck naked at Tom's
21st birthday party.'

WHERE DO YOU STAND?

JOHNNYM0X0N
SENIOR, PHILOSOPHY

E-mail your letters/columns to bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.
See Submission Policy for guidelines.

"After Tony's 2lst
birthday party, I
borrowed a Mr. Spots car
and took it for a spin while
I ate the food 1 found in
the back seat."

As 1 complete my studies
here at BG. I often wonder
when and how I will continue
my activism for a change in the
federal ban on marijuana It
wasn't until I founded BGSU
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws that
I realized that my feelings
toward pot laws were shared by
a significant number of students who weren't criminals;
rather, only people with a
desire to educate the public
about the damaging effects of
prohibition and a constitutional right to alter their consciousness.
Consider the price society is
paying for marijuana prohibition: farmers are denied a
chance to join the growing
worldwide hemp industry;
humiliation and loss of privacy
are inherent in widespread
drug testing; millions of seriously ill patients are denied
safe, inexpensive relief; billions
of dollars are wasted each year
to enforce marijuana laws;
property valued at more than
$1 billion is seized each year; 6
million people a year are under
court supervision; and families
are ripped apart. Prohibition in
general breeds violence among
dealers and violence to innocent bystanders, political corruption, law enforcement corruption and destabilizes international borders.
So why continue this boondoggle? Isn't our government
providing Americans truthful
and accurate information
regarding marijuana and the
devastating effects produced
by our failed drug policies? The
answer is: no.
How can you trust a government that (mis)appropriates
$19 billion to fund a war
against our own people every
year? This figure doesn't
include the cost of an evergrowing prison population.
According to the latest U.S.
Department of Justice report,
one in every 142 U.S. residents
is now in prison or jail, and, for
the first time in history, there
are over 2 million inmates,
more than 60 percent of whom
are incarcerated for drug-related charges. Ironically, this
money is spent in many states
that are facing some of the

largest budget deficits in history. This forces them to release
many violent criminals early to
make room for thousands of
non-violent drug users. Do you
feel that policies like this make
your streets safer from crime
and addiction?
How can you trust an
administration that believes in
states' rights and then raids
California medicinal marijuana
clinics with SWAT teams, even
though the voters passed
Proposition 215 in 1996 that
exempts patients who use
marijuana under a physician's
supervision from criminal
penalties? "Compassionate
Conservatism" is laced with
hypocrisy when the sick and
dying are denied God-made
medication.
How can you believe that we
live in a capitalist society when
we are the only industrialized
nation to deny farmers the
right to join the growing multibUlion dollar hemp industry?
Our government must be
aware that hemp is nonpsychoactive and can be used to
produce thousands of products
far superior and healthier than
many on the market today.
There needs to be a change in
this country but we need more
people asking questions.
How can you make a difference? Take time to visit
Websites such as drugpolicyalliance.org or podlr.org. Read
books such as "Why Our Drug
Laws Have Failed" and "What
We Can Do About It" to educate yourself about how our
constitutional rights and freedoms have been slowly eroding.
Then, help spread the word
that we no longer tolerate a
growing bureaucracy that supports drug barons and terrorists alike, all the while throwing
recreational users in prison
where drugs are just as pervasive.
Finally, vote for candidates
that wish to overhaul existing
prohibition laws. Many politicians are too afraid of appearing "soft" on drugs but these
individuals aren't courageous
or informed enough to tackle
the issue.
In conclusion, anyone can
become an armchair critic but
few have the knowledge, fortitude and persistence necessary
to facilitate change. True
activism is derived from the
sense of empowerment that is
both liberating and patriotic.

JOEL HAMMOND. MANAGING EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy
Do you agree with all of this? \Ve
doubt it. Write us and let us know
where yai stand.
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INMATES HELD FOR ANOTHER TWO WEEKS

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A judge said yesterday that
the state can't transfer inmates out of the Lima
Correctional Institution for at least another two weeks,
further hampering Ohio's goal of closing the prison by
July 13 to help balance the budget. The state says
keeping the prison open past its scheduled closing
date will cost $78,000 a day.

STATE

Easing of racial tension unravels
By Lisa Comwell
IHC ASSOCIATED PRESS
CINCINNATI — An agreement
aimed at reducing racial tensions
unraveled a lirtle more yesterday
when
the
police
union
announced it was dropping out
because of differences with the
judge in charge.
The Fraternal Order of Police
would be the second group to
withdraw from the agreement,
which followed three days of rioting in the city in April 2001,
Black activists got a federal
judges permission to pull out on
April 7, The Black United Front
was unhappy with the pace of
reforms, and wanted to focus on
an economic boycott of the city
that began after the rioting.
More than 200 police officers
voted Monday night to drop out
of the agreement, accusing U.S.
District Judge Susan Dlott of
being prejudiced against police.
The Fraternal Order of Police
plans to ask Dlott, who is overseeing the agreement, to let it withdraw.
"We are the bastard stepchild

"We are the bastard stepchild of this whole
agreement, and we are not going to put up
with it anymore."
ROGER WEBSTER, CINCINNATI POLICE UNION PRESIDENT
of this whole agreement, and we
are not going to put up with it
anymore," union President Roger
Webster said.
A spokeswoman for Dlott
declined to comment.
The riots began after a white
police officer shot and killed
Timothy Thomas, 19, a black
man who was fleeing police on
misdemeanor charges. A curfew
ended the rioting after three days,
and officer Stephen Roach was
acquitted of charges in the shooting.
In the aftermath, the U.S.
Department of lustice entered
into an agreement with the city to
make changes in the police
department. Die black activists
and the police union were among
the parties that approved.
lustice
Department
spokesman lorge Martinez said
yesterday that since the agree-

ment was made between the
department and the city, it would
not be affected by the police
union's decision.
But he said the department
was disappointed that the deal
had run into problems "as we
believe that participation of all
affected parties is the best way to
affect change in this matter."
The agreement combined the
lustice Department's deal with
the city and the settlement of a
lawsuit accusing the police
department of harassing blacks.
The union denied the lawsuit's
allegations, and the city also
admitted no wrongdoing.
Under the settlement, the city
agreed to create an independent
agency to investigate complaints
against the police and institute
changes in police procedures.
Mayor Charles l.uken has
accused Dlott of bias because she

ruled against the city three times
in recent weeks in cases involving
police.
One ruling involved a dispute
over paying a former police monitor. She also agreed to let the
activists' lawyer stay involved in
the agreement, even (hough the
activists had withdrawn. She also
allowed a lawsuit accusing police
of excessive force to move forward.
Dlott was critical of the police
department in her ruling allowing the Black United Front to
withdraw.
"Unfortunately, such violations
continue to occur despite the
exis(ence of (he collaboralive
agreement"
Dlotl
wrote.
"Inevitably, they will continue in
the future."
The police union cited her
commenrs as the basis for pulling
ou(.
"Judge Dlott will only harm
community-police relations and
cause more dissension and animosity if she continues with (his
farce," said police union Vice
President Keilh Fangman.

II Moore HP Photo
POLICE: Keith Fangman, vice president ol The Fraternal Order of
Police, announces yesterday in Cincinnati, the FOP decision to pull
out of an agreement created in the wake ol the city's 2001 riots
aimed at improving police relations with the black community.

Schools open following SARS scare
THC ASSOCIAtm PRESS
MINERAL RIDGE Ohio — A
1,100-student school district
reopened yesterday after shutting
down i(s (hree schools Monday
because of parenls' fears of the
SARS virus.
Parents were worried a group
of band students and chaperones
may have been exposed to SARS
during a trip to Canada last week.
"We're confident that our band

members went to Toronto, came
back, were here for over 72 hours,
and no one has experienced any
symptoms," said Rocco Adduci,
superintendent of Wealhersficld
School District in suburban
Youngstown.
He said he checked with the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, which recommended classes resume because the

SARS cases in Toronto are isolated to people involved with health
care or hospitals.
Adduci said some parents may
have overreacted.
There's many concerned parents out there that have
expressed their concern about
even reopening school for the
remainder of the year," he said.
About 92 percent of students

came to school Monday, Adduci
said. Attendance averages about
9H percent.
The school nurse, who went to
Toronto with the group, will
monitor the band students, who
are in grades seven through 12.
Adduci said.
Symptoms of severe acute respiratory syndrome include fever,
chills and headache and body

aches. After two to seven daw,
patients may develop a cough.
Other symptoms can include
shortness of breath, difficulty
breathing and pneumonia
Thirty-nine people, mostly students, spent three days last week
in Toronto, where SARS has killed
at least 21 people and is considered the epicenter of the
Canadian outbreak.

The virus, which started in
China, has spread to at least 27
countries and caused the deaths
ol more than 350 people. Several
case have been leported in the
United Slates, but no U.S. deaths
have been attributed I*' the virus.

which is similar to pneumonia
State healih officials said theres
been one probable SARS case in
Ohio, and toothers suspected.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
UPCOMING IMPORTANT
DEADLINES AND INFORMATION
Reserve a table for Campus Fest
Deadline to guarantee a full table: 5pm on May 23, 2003
• Form is on the Office of Campus Involvement website.

KDM® (DO*

Summer O-Reg Information Sheet
Deadline: 5pm on May 9, 2003
• Submit an 81/2 x 11 sheet with information about your
organization to the Office of Campus Involvement. This
information sheet will be available to all incoming
students this summer at O-Reg. This is a great recruitment
opportunity for every organization!

^Jbnight

Annual Report and Registration Packet
Deadline: 5pm on May 9, 2003
• All organizations, except for social Greek and sport clubs
must register every May to remain in good standing and keep
all rights and privileges associated with being a student
organization. Form is on the website and should be
submitted to the Office of Campus Involvement.

Qt

8:30 pm

SBC Funding Contract
Deadline: 5pm on May 9, 2003
• Money will not be placed in a University account until the
contract is signed and returned to the Office of Campus
Involvement.

Student Organization Office Space Agreement
Deadline: 5pm on May 7, 2003
• Organizations must sign this agreement and return it to the
Office of Campus Involvement to guarantee its allocated
office or workstation in the 410 suite.

Office of Campus Involvement
401 Bowen - Thompson Student Union

4193722343

n«™«.

I

T&ement
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/gettnvolved/organization.html

Gish Film Theatre

-1 st floor of Honnoh Hall-

#
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JACK OSBOURNE CHECKS HIMSELF INTO REHAB
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) — Jack Osboume, the 17-yearold son of heavy metal star Ozzy Osboume, has
checked into a drug and alcohol rehabilitation clinic,
People magazine reported. "I got caught up in my new
lifestyle and got carried away with drugs and alcohol,"
Osboume told the magazine.

www.bgnews.com/nation
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Quakes shake south
By Mar* Niesse
1HC ASSOCIATED PRESS

FORT PAYNE, Ala. — An
uncommon Southern earthquake shook people out of their
sleep early yesterday, fraying
nerves and cracking foundations but causing no major
damages or injuries.
Some people thought the
boom and rumble was a bomb,
a gas truck explosion, a tornado,
even terrorism, but their fright
soon gave way to nervous laugh ter.
"The quake shook up the
chicken shed so bad they all laid
scrambled eggs," limToler joked
over breakfast at a restaurant. "It
bounced us pretty heavy."
The magnitude 4.9 quake,
tying the record for Alabama,
struck around 4 a.m. and was
centered near Fort Payne, close
to the Georgia line, the U.S.
Geological Survey said. It was
felt in parts of Alabama. Georgia,
leimessee, Kentucky. North
Carolina, South Carolina and
Mississippi.
Residents said the earth
moved for as long as a minute,
including mild aftershocks that
were described as being like a
hard wind blowing against the
side of the house. Many were
surprised by the thundering
noise that accompanied the
vibrations.
"My little boy thought the
aliens were coming, and I
thought it was a tornado," said
waitress Tonya Wells. "For me. it
seemed like it lasted forever. I
woke up yelling 'Tornado!
Tornado!"'
Earthquakes are uncommon
in the Southeast, and few people
in the area had experienced one

APPMo

APPLE: Apple Computer Inc. chief executive Steve Jobs, center,
poses with well-know musicians Seal, left, and Josh Groban, right
during Apple's launch of their new online "Music Store" monday.

Apple launches
new music service
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Danny Bechtol AP Photo

EARTHQUAKE: Brent Bentley surveys the damage from yesterday's earthquake on the chimney of his
home in Valley Head, Ala. A rare Southern earthquake rattled windows, broke dishes and cracked
foundations yesterday as people awakened nervously to shaking homes across seven states, but
there were no reports of serious damage or injuries.
before.
"Everybody in the neighborhood was out on their front
porch, .ill the dogs were barking
all the alarms were going off,"
said Ronnie Crow, a city electrical inspector.
The dogs included Terry
Camp's cocker spaniel named
Ehis.

"Elvis heard it coming,'' Camp
said. "It scared me — I've never
felt that sensation. It felt like
something coming toward you,
and then it made a big !>oom."
The last earthquake reported
in the region was on Dec 8,
2001, with a magnitude of 3.9,
said Butch Kinerney, a
spokesman for the Geological

Survey in lleston. Va. Southern
Alabama had a magnitude 4.9
quake in 1997.
Residents overloaded Fort
Payne's 911 system with calls
reporting broken
dishes,
cracked foundations, scattered
power outages, crumbling
chimneys and mud in their
water.

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003-2004
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
710 EIGHTH SREET - Newer 3 bdrm., 2 bath house
washer/dryer hook-up, limit 3 people. $999 per mo.
Deposit $940.
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.
714 EIGHTH STREET Unit #A - 2 BR duplex.
Limit 2 people. $660.00 per month. Air Conditioning
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.

SAN FRANCISCO — Apple
Computer is offering a way to
download songs that analysts say
could give the music industry an
effective model for countering
the popularity of illegal online
song swapping.
The venture draws from all five
major record labels in offering
more than 200,000 songs — and
includes some big name artists
who previously shunned online
distribution. Each song costs 99
cents.
The Cupertino. Calif.-based
company launched the service,
iTunes Music Store, after winning
the cooperation of record labels.
The system, announced Monday,
has virtually no copy-protection
— a major concession to consumer demand.
Apple lets customers keep
songs indefinitely, share them on
as many as three Macintosh computers and transfer them to any
number of iPod portable music
players. No subscriptions are necessary and buyers can burn
unlimited copies of the songs

GRADUATE/ Upper Level Housing
Now's the best time to buy.
Call Megan (College of Education)
for Details and Financial Options.
(419) 373-1889
_

_
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STUDIO APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
for summer, semester or year leases
•Low as $395.00 per month
•Includes all utilities
•Fully furnished
•Stove, refrig, microwave, 25 inch TV

ThayerTOYOJA

Buckeye
Studios

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH

1225 N. Main St. Bowling Green

(419) 354-2260 M-F - 8:30 to 5:30, Sat - 8:30 to 5:00

(419)353-5751

1740 E. Wooster
(Behind Frickers)
Bowling Green, OH

wwwjohnnewloverealestate.com

www ThayerBG.com

419-352-1520

146 1/2 MANVILLE • One BR upper unit. Limit 2
people. $473.00 per month.
Avail. 5/17/03 to 5/8/04.

onto CDs.
"There's no legal alternative
that's worth beans," said CEO
Steve lobs.
As CEO of the Recording
Industry Association of America,
Hillary Rosen has led the fight
against Napster and its free online
music-swapping successors. But
she called Apple's new service
"cool, cutting edge" in a statement.
Apple does incorporate some
minor restrictions—playlists can
be stored on no more than three
Macs and once a user bums 10
copies of a playlist onto CDs, they
have to "modify" the list before
copying again. That can be as
simple as shuffling the order of
the songs.
While the service remains limited to Macs, which comprise less
than 3 percent of the desktop
computing market, the segment
is big enough to let the music
industry test a new business
model, said Phil Leigh, an analyst
at the research firm Raymond
lames & Associates.

Help Save A Life - Donate Plasma Today.
IT'STHE RIGHTTHINGTO DO!
And Each Month You
Can Rrielve Up To

-Laundry facilities
-Close to campus
-Internet access avail.
-Full cable w/ HBO
$20.00/ month
-Individual heat/A.C.
-Outdoor pool use
-Plenty of parking

SERVERS
BIG SUMMER CASH!!!!
Now accepting for summer employment
at Landerhaven and for
several exciting events^

TopQ<
Lookini
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Women's golf ends
season at MAC
The Falcon women ended
their year with a 6th place finish
out the nine participants this
past weekend in the MidAmerican
Conference
Championships. The three day,
three round tournament was
held in Hamilton, Ohio at
Walden Ponds Golf Course.
After ohe round of play the
Falcons found themselves in
2nd place after putting up a
team total score of 307, to place
them behind leader Kent Slate at
292.
They struggled in the second
round however, as they shot a
total of 332 and fell to 6th place.
Then in the final round they shot
a team total of 320 to keep their
6th place spot. Kent State went
on to win the tournament with
an 888 score and the Falcons finished in 6th with an 959 total.
Senior Emily Hassen had her
best tournament ever for the
Falcons and was the top finishing Falcon by finishing in a tie for
10th place individually. She shot
a personal best round of 74 in
the first round.
On the second day she shot a
81 and finished with a 78 on
Sunday to give her a total of 233
on the weekend.
Senior Shelley Binzel also
dosed out her Falcon career and
tied for 15th individually. She
shot a 76,79, and 80 in the three
days for a total of 235. Shelley
was also named to the All-Mac
2nd team on the year.
Other Falcon finishers on the
weekend were junior Jenny
Schnipke who tied for 26th
place, senior Stephanie Elsea
finished 34th, and Amanda
Schroeder finished in the 40th
spot.

Tigers call up Toledo
center fielder
DETROIT, Mich. (AP) —The
Detroit Tigers announced yesterday that they have recalled
outfielder Andres Torres from
Triple AToledo and unconditionally released infielder/oulfielder Craig Paquette.
Torres hit .350 in 22 games
for the Mud Hens this season
with 17 runs scored, four doubles, two triples and five RBIs.
He departs Toledo second in
the International League with
13 stolen bases.
Torres was expected to start
in center field last night
against the Baltimore Orioles.
Paquette appeared in eleven
games for the Tigers in 2003,
batting just.152.

Contreras
strikes out
eight vs.
Mud Hens

April 30,
2003
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GABEL FINISHES UP
COLLEGIATE CAREER
By Erica Gambaccini
SPOUTS EDITOR

Great athletes start playing
their sport al a very young age.
Bowling Green tennis player,
Alyson Gabel, is one of those athletes.
Being the youngest of four in
her family she started playing
when she was five years old and
played in tournaments when
she was really young.
"My mom would bring me
along when my brothers and sister were playing and then let me
play in the tournament, so I was
much younger than everyone
else," Gabel said. "I was seven
playing 12-year-olds."
Since Gabel was so young she
lost almost all of her matches,
but that did not stop her from
playing tennis.
"I just thought it was fun,"
Gabel said.
And the fun continued into

singles play and competed
mostly at the fourth flight in
dual-match play.
"Lasl year was more like a
build year for our team," Gabel
said. "I was happy with my own
performance. We had a rough
season and were seventh in the
conference."
As a result of her performance
she became co-captain of the
tennis team this year.
"She came in and was elected
captain at Ihe end of last year by
her peers on the team and she
had just been here one year,"
Dean said. "I think that shows
how she was able to help even
her junior year with some lead_ crship and some encourageHysonGaMDgulaicMscom merit for the younger players
because wc really had a young
die of our line-up." Dean said.
team last year."
In 2001-02 she led the Falcons
This season she did not lose a
in both singles (16) and overall match in the conference at No. 3
(23) victories. She went 16-17 in singles. She finished the season

By Chris Willis
SPORTS RCPORtER

The Falcons baseball team will
be on the road this week after a
four game homestand against
Marshall. The Falcons are scheduled to take on Big Ten powerhouse Ohio State. The single
game is scheduled to take place
today at 6:35 p.m. in Columbus.
Today's non-conference game
for the Falcons is right in the
middle of the Falcons MidAmerican Conference schedule.
The last eight games for the
Falcons have been MAC games,
and included games against
Marshall and Northern Illinois.
Following ihe Ohio State game
die Falcons will continue MAC
play, with upcoming games
scheduled against Western
Michigan and Ball State.
This non-conference game
might be a welcome sight for Ihe
Falcons who have lost five of
their last six MAC games, and
after two consecutive losses to
Marshall, the Falcons are hoping

BylotinSeewer

CONTRERAS, PAGE 8

her college years.
Gabel decided to go lo Miami
University for her first two years
of college because her mother
and sister had both gone there,
but then transferred to Bowling
Green her junior year.
"I almost wenl to BG in ihe
first place because I look a
recruiting visit here when I was
in high school," Gabel said. "I am
really good friends with the team
here. They are like my best
friends and my team at Miami
was harder to gel along with. I
wasn't really friends with them....
The campus here is a lot more
friendly."
Since becoming a Falcon in
2001, Gabel has shown much
success.
"Bowling Green was very fortunate that she transferred here
after her first two years at Miami
because she added so much
strength to our team in the mid-

BG up against Buckeyes

IHE ASSOCIMEO PRESS

TOLEDO, Ohio—Pitching as a
starter and outside the spotlight
in New York seems to agree with
lose Contreras much more than
coming out of the Yankees'
bullpen.
Contreras, pitching yesterday
in his first start since being sent
to the minor leagues, struck out
eight, gave up three hits and no
runs over five innings in the
Columbus Clippers' 7-1 victory
over the Toledo Mud Hens.
Contreras overpowered the
Mud Hens from the outset, striking out the first two barters he
faced.
His fastball lopped oul at 98
mph on the radar gun in the first
inning and consistently hit in the
mid-90s during his five innings.
Contreras signed a $32 million,
four-year contract during the offseason after a standout career in
Cuba
The right-hander was ineffective as a reliever in the major
leagues, going 1-0 with a 10.80
ERA in five appearances for the
Yankees. He was demoted so he
Arould have more chances to
,iilch.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

BASEBALL, PAGE 9

By Mike Podesta

A little league baseball player
lays motionless on the infield
dirt, the life knocked out of the
young player in a matter of seconds.
Cause of death? Fatal impact
to the chest from a sharp line
drive off of another player's bat.
According to the Clinical
Journal of Sports Medicine, in
the last decade, at least 25 children hit in the chest by a baseball have died.
According to Wood County
Hospital Athletic Trainer Neil
Thompson, Commotio Cordis
is the medical term for the

GABEl. PAGE 8

Lewis'
mastery
remains a
mystery
Bowling Green
meets up with Ohio
State's highly touted
pitching staff today.
By Rusty Miller
IHE ASSOCItlEO PRESS

olds, said. "He shook it off and
got right back in there. I know
thai there's a protective reason
behind the chest guards. If it's
something that hinders the
player's ability to naturally learn
the game, I'm not sure I like it. I
think that the quicker kids can
leam the game, that's the best
safety precaution they can
take."
Ken Yonker, another BG
Youth League coach, said chest
protectors would be a good idea
to use during practice but could
never see an entire team wearing them during a game.

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Scott
Lewis is unassuming during a
casual conversation. When he
steps to the mound for Ohio
State, he looks like any other 19year-old college pitcher.
Then ... magic happens. No
one is really certain why.
"I'm just out there trying to
win games," Lewis said in a soft
voice. "I'm not shooting for
strikeout totals or anything like
(hat."
The left-handed sophomore
from Washington Court House
doesn't have the velocity of
Randy lohnson, the movement
of Pedro Martinez or ihe tenacity
of Roger Clemens.
All Lewis does is strike out batters in clusters — and win.
He set Ohio State's school
record with 20 strikeouts while
allowing only two hits and one
walk against Iowa. Then he came
back with 16 K's in 7 1 /3 innings
against Indiana while giving up
three runs, three hits and five
walks.
He has become one of the premier pitchers at the college level.
"The stats are just incredible.
You look at them and you just
shake your head," Ohio State
pitching coach Pal Bangston
said. "He's al just under two
strikeouts an inning and the
number of hits he's given up are
incredible.
"He was obviously dominant
against Iowa with 20 strikeouts.
The following weekend his command was really not as good as
we've seen and he still punched
out 16."
After going 8-2 with a 2.84 ERA
as a freshman, Lewis came into
this season with the somewhat

CHEST PROTECTORS. PAGE 9

LEWIS. PAGE 8

Ben Swanger BG News

IN THE HOLE: A grounder gets by a Bowling Green infielder but the shortstop is there to back
him up. The Falcons will take a break trom a string ot conference games to play Ohio State in
Columbus today.

Scientists design chest
protectors for position players
GUESI REPORTER

with 14 singles victories and 22
overall wins.
"She contributed so much for
us in both singles and doubles
this year," Dean said. "Her games
have improved."
"In singles this past spring I
had a really good season," Gabel
said. "We played Miami and I
won my match. It was probably
my best match of the season, so
that was exciting."
Gabel ends her career at BG
on a five match winning streak
after defeating Northern Illinois
last weekend in the MidAmerican
Conference
Championships.
"It was a tribute to her lhal she
was playing her best college tennis in the last part of Ihe season,"
Dean said. "She contributed in
so many ways because she was
always encouraging lo other

cause of death. Commotio
Cordis occurs when there is a
disruption of ihe heart's electrical system resulting from a
blunt impact to the chest that
leads to cardiac arrest.
"When the heart beats there
is a contraction and relaxation
state," Thompson said. "When
the ball hits the heart in
between the two phases the
electric current is hit out of
whack and it goes out of sync.
This makes the heart pump way
too fast causing cardiac arrest."
To help alleviate the problem,
scientists have designed chest
protectors thai are worn underneath a player's uniform.

Thompson said that chest protectors are made of high density
plastic. On the inside of the prolector is a donut-shaped foam
or fell ring that covers the heart
plate.
Though chest protectors are
out on the market, they have
not been a hot commodity.
While coaches admit that at
least one of their players has
been hit in the chest during a
practice, not a single player
wears a chest protector at the
BG Youth League.
"I had a kid yesterday during
practice get hit in the chest,"
Said ID Campbell, a youth
league coach of 9 and 10-year-

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWWBGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS
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Lewis gets record for strikeouts
LEWIS. FROM PAGE 7

unrealistic goal of not losing a
game. So far, he's made thai oh-so
realistic.
He is 7-0 with a 1.24 ERA. A
strikeout an inning is considered
exceptional at any level and
Lewis has struck out 104 batters
in 65 1/3 innings. His control has
been exceptional with just 18
walks. And opponents have only
mustered 34 hits off of him.
"Scott Lewis is special," Ohio
State head coach Bob Todd said.
"He certainly has the mind-set or
the temperament to be a quality
pitcher. There's no peaks or valleys with his attitude. He does a
great job when things kind of fall
apart behind him — he forgets
about it and just worries about
the next pitch."
Research by Ohio State's
sports-information office determined that Lewis' 36 strikeouts in
consecutive starts has never been
matched in college baseball. The
Buckeyes' most famous pitching
alum, Steve Arlin, struck out 20 in
Ohio State's 1-0,15-inningvictory
over Washington State In the 1965
College World Series. The
Buckeyes won the title the next
year behind Arlin's long left arm.
Bangston said Lewis has
smooth mechanics, hides the ball
well and has outstanding command of both his fastball and
curve. Todd called Lewis' breaking ball a "big-league" pitch and

then said his fastball was just as
good.
"The amazing thing about it is
in the first inning he pitches at 88
to 90 mph," Todd said. "In the
ninth inning he's still throwing 88
and 90. People will come and
watch him and they'll go, "That's a
quality breaking ball.' Yet he's still
getting people out with his fastball."
Lewis said he has clear idea
why he has been so unhittable,
then unravels this scenario for
leaving batters swinging at thin
air: "Spotting the fastball on the
comers early in the count and
then mixing in the curveballs at
die right time. If I'm up 0-2 in the
count, it's probably going to be a
breaking ball in the dirt and
they're going to chase it. If they
lay off it. then I may come back
with it again or maybe bust them
in with a fastball on the inside
comer. Other than that, I'm just
throwing pitches and hoping
they don't hit a laser off of me."
There have been no lasers,
that's for sure.
Midway through his second
season, Lewis already has 195 MR. STRIKEOUTS: Ohio State University pitcher Scott Lewis throws against the Indiana University team
strikeouts — tying former major- sophomore pitcher is racking up strikeouts at record levels for the Buckeyes.
league flame-thrower loe Sparma
for 20th place on Ohio State's few more if Ohio State (27-12) He counseled his son through
Last year's Big Ten freshman of
career list.
Little League and helped him the year, Lewis expected big
continues its winning ways.
Only four Buckeyes have ever
Lewis' father, Dan, rose to the keep focused on the task at hand things this season. But he's at a
struck out more baiters in a sea- Dodgers' Triple-A affiliate in instead of losing his temper over loss as much as everyone else in
son than Lewis' 104 thus far. And Albuquerque before seeing his mistakes behind him or of his explaining why he has become
Lewis figures to get at least anoth- dream of reaching the majors die. own doing.
the Buckeyes' version of Bob
er five starts and possibly quite a

CM Russell AC Photo
in this April 18 file photo. The

Gibson.
"I don't know what's going on
this year," he said with a shrug.
"Don't know if I've gained a few
miles per hour or what. It's all
about location, I think."

Contreras finds success against Toledo
CONTRERAS, PROM PAGE 7

Contreras said the biggest difference since being demoted was
^being awav from the pressure in
NewYork.
"I was able to relax and find
myself," he said through an interpreter. "It's a little different
because you don't have the pressure of the game. In NewYork, the
goal is to win every game."

Only once did he get in a jam,
giving up a leadoff double to
Toledo first baseman Kevin Witt
in the second inning.
Witt moved to third on a
ground out, and Contreras went
to work, striking out Danny
Klassen on three pitches and
then striking out Cody Ross to
end the threat.
Contreras said it felt good to
start.

"I'm a natural starter," he said.
"I was able to come out with a
game plan and make all my
pitches."
Triple-A Toledo had only a
handful of good swings on
Contreras who threw just 71
pitches before coming out.
The former ace of the Cuban
National Team gave up a flair single to Witt in the fourth and
Klassen singled to right in the

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Emily Hassen saved her best golf tournament performance for her last appearance as a Falcon.

Emily Hassen
Senior

Hassen placed 10th overall in the Mid-American
Conference Championships last weekend. Her performance
helped the Falcons finish sixth overall in the tournament.
The senior shot a career-low round of 74 on the first day of
the tournament. She followed that performance with a round
of 81 on Saturday and a score of 78 in Sunday's final round.
She finished with a three-round score of 233 al the Walden
Ponds Golf Course in Cincinnati.
Hassen capitalized on only her second opportunity to compete for the Falcons in the conference meet, finishing more
than 22 places better than when she last competed in the
tournament, in 2001.
I lassen transfencd from Eastern Michigan after her freshman year there. She is a native of Berkey, Ohio.

The athlete of (he week is selected by The BG News sports staff due to their outstanding accomplishments on the field

LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE??

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE

f^fes

&

UNIVERSITY
COURTS

W-Y^- *YrW^

Mercer at Clough
Short block S. of Wooster

*J* 1 mm
1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.

front office.
Yankees senior vice president
of baseball operations Gordon
Blakelcy and vice president and
pitching instructor Billy Connors
kept a close watch on their pitcher from the stands. Both left the
ballpark minutes after it ended.
Contreras threw in two simulated games before making his
first start since spring training.
His assignment prompted a

dispute between owner George
Steinbrenner and manager loe
Torre.
Torre had told Contreras that
he would be sent to Columbus.
The manager was then surprised
to learn the owner assigned
Contreras to the team's minor
league complex. Torre thought
the decision was his to make.

MAC rewards Gabel with
sportsmanship award
GABEL. FROM PAGE 7

players. She was there for them,
whether it was victory of defeat."
As a result, Gabel received the
Leeann Gavidge Sportsmanship
Award Thursday. The winner of
this award is chosen by everyone
in the conference and given to
only one player.
"I felt it was awesome that she
was the person to get that," Dean
said. "She has good sportsmanship."
Her doubles partner, Gaby
Coello, agreed.
"She's an awesome girl," Coello
said. "She's very smart. She's a role
model for all of us because she's
so into class and academics and,
on the other side, she's so into the
team and encourages the team."

However, prior to coming to
Bowling Green, Gabel hadn't
played much doubles tennis.
"I never played doubles much,
growing up I was more of a singles player." Gabel said. "I played
here with Gaby Coello and we
really clicked well together. We
played a different type of game.
We played less aggressive and
more strategic."
"Alyson and I was a weird combination in the beginning
because both of us are really
short," Coello said. "We find a
way to beat people. Both of us are
baselines, so we have to beat people from the baseline, which
mixed the game up a little bit."
Dean even commented on
their style of playing, saying that
it was unique, but they still won.

doubles team volley at the net,"
Dean said. "These two liked to
play doubles from back at the
baseline and somehow it worked
out very well together."
Gabel and Coello are friends
both on and off the court, which
helps improve their communication during a match.
"They communicated well
together," Dean said. "They
seemed to know each other's
move that they were going to
make on the court. They were
hard to play against for other
teams because mostly other
teams at No. 2 level saw the standard doubles action where there
is at least one volleyer at the net
and here they are looking at two
baseliners. So, there were great
lobs and a lot of base shots."

"Usually you want to have your

s\tf& yfflF

UNIVERSITY COURTS

Clippers manager Bucky Dent
said the key for Contreras was
throwing strikes early in the
count.
"I just think facing hitters and
getting into a rhythm is important," Dent said.
Contreras will get another start
Sunday, Dent said.
His development has become
a major priority for the Yankees'

►

cT$\

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm
apts. 9 and 12 month leases.
Furnished Available

fifth.

ALL LOCATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•

'Tenant Friendly" Management
24 hr. emergency maintenance
central air & heat
convenient laundry facilities
Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
Short walk to Library. Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER
(419) 352-0164
"WALK ON OVER"
www.universitycourts-uvUlageapartments.com

& Put a new "woof"
over your head
520 E. Reed St. #1&6: Large two bedroom furnished apartments. Across
from Campus. Extra storage space. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident •
pays electric/heat. Laundry facilities on premises. Private parking lot.
$525 per month (2-3 people) for a 12 month lease $575 for a 9 month lease
(2-3 people).
801 Fifth St.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments with balconies or
patios. FREE WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot and laundry facilities.
Resident pays electric and gas heat. $475 per month for a 12 month lease.
803 Fifth St.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments with balconies or
patios. FREE WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot and laundry facilities.
Resident pays electric & gas heat. $475 per month for a 12 month lease.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

132 5. Main St.
(419) 352-5620
iv« w.new lo\ crv.ilu com
new it>l".l,uor.iH'i
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McBride staying closer to home
By Rusty Miller

on May 8 in Houston.

THE tSSOCIMEO PRESS

McBride
and
llejduk will fly to
Houston after the
Crew's game on
Saturday in Kansas
Cily and will return in
time for Columbus'
game on May 10
against Colorado.
McBride, a native of
Arlington Heights, 111.,
has never tired of the
travel, considering it
part of the life he
chose coming out of
St. Louis University as
an All-American back
in 1993.

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Brian
McBride has traveled the globe
as a professional soccer player.

After all the flights and nights
away from home, he's looking
forward to being nearby in the
days leading up lo lune 10 —
when he and his wife. Dina, are
expecting their second child.
"We've lucked out in the sense
that she's due right around (he
time when we have three home
games," McBride said yesterday.
McBride smiled as he talked
about the good fortune of being
home for liie big event. For years
he has maintained an exhaustive
ycar-around schedule while
building a resume that has
stamped him as one of the top
American soccer players ever.
He has traveled to Korea,
lapan,
France,
Honduras,
Austria, Hngland and Germany
in addition to countless trips
from coast to coast in the U.S.
The latest travel plans were
announced on Tuesday. McBride
and Crew teammate Frankic
Hcjduk will be part of the 18man squad thai will play Mexico

"I think lhat (he
thing with my job, if
mally mea^s'thingsnare
good during the offseason. You're either with

Neiic lautonupptioio
BREAKAWAY:
na

"

Columbus Crew's Brian McBride tries to score during the first
"°iu0n game against Ohio State on April 22.

of an ei,r

Major League Soccer's Crew, he
will turn 31 a few days after the
newest McBride is welcomed
into the family. He and his wife
are well aware that the clock
never stops ticking.
"We've come to the realization
that it is a short career and we
want lo try and have the best

the National Team or you're on
loan," he said. "You always have
to take the good part — which is
getting the experience and hopefully making yourself a better
player — with the bad of being
away from your family."
In his eighth season with

family life we possibly can and at
the same time be able lo make
the best living we can," he said.
Crew coach Greg Andrulis said
McBride readily shares what he
has learned from his many road
trips.
"Certainly through his career
Brian has been exposed to so

many different things His leadership and experience is something that all of us can team
from." Andnilis said. "A simple
example is when our Fdson
Buddie and Kyle Marlino got
called into ihe national camp (he
last time, we had a Crew game
and then the next day lliey were
on a plane. They played (here
with (he National Team and then
(hey gel on a plane and they
come back here. Brian was able
to sham with them how to rest,
how to recover, how (o lake t an
of your body."
After piling up frequent-flier
miles for mosl of (he last decade,
McBride has come to appreciate
the sedentary life. While some of
his (eammates spend (heir offhours hiking or kayaking,
McBride said he and his family
seeks sunshine and lime together.
When he played for Wolfsbuig
in Ihe German Second Division
In 1994-95, he didn'l visit castles
or tourist traps but concentrated
on soccer and preparing for the
next game.
"For me, the experience in
Germany was something that

Falcons look to Coach is careful with
snap losing skid positioning players
BASEBALL, FROM PAGE 7

to break this small skid and
improve in (he standings.
Bowling Green, however, has no(
been as successful on (he road
I his year. They are currently 4-10
on the road and l3-19overall.
Bowling Green coach Danny
Schmitz hopes his team will
increase their intensity and
toughness for today's game and
throughout the rest of the season.
Today's game for (he Falcons
could also serve as a momentum
starter for the rest of (he season.
After the game against the
Buckeyes, the Falcons have 12
conference games left, and could
definitely make a late run in the
MAC.
The Ohio State Buckeyes, however, are on quite a winning

streak. The Buckeyes have won
14 of (heir last 16 games, including five consecutive games.
Currently the Buckeyes are coming off a sweep of Big Ten rival.
Purdue
Following today's game, (he
Buckeyes continue their homesland and are scheduled to take
on (heir biggesl rival, Michigan.
The four-game series between
(he Buckeyes and (he Wolverines,
scheduled for (his weekend,
could also have serious implications in the home stretch of the
Big Ten Conference.
The Buckeyes might be one
the toughes( (earns the Falcons
have faced all season. However, a
victory against (he 27-12
Buckeyes will boost the teams'
morale going into the las( part of
the season.

CHEST PROTECTORS, FROM PAGE 7

Yonker said he makes sure
thai all of his players are safe on
the field. I le positions his players so none of (hem are a( risk
of injury.
"I do keep a couple kids in
ihe outfield because the kids
hit the ball so hard. There's no
way (hal I can pul (hem in (he
infield."
A study conducted by (he
Institute for Prevenlalive
Sports Medicine in Ann Arbor,
Mich, found (hal chesl protec(ors designed lo reduce injury
failed (o provide a significant
benefit and in some cases actually increased the risk of injury.
The study tested nine types
of chest protectors.

CINCO DE MAYO
vvww.angelfire.com/cantinaysaeparty
FREE BUS TO DON PABLO'S
Pick-up @the library starting
at 8PM
Friday & Sat. May 2nd & 3rd
Friday is college night!!!
+Music
♦Dancing
♦Contests and Prizes
+Food and Drink specials
+$2 beers and shot girls
+FREE transportation

18+
21+to
w/valid I.D.

Proceeds go to the
Race
for the
& the]
SpoYi^red by:
*•«•"»
«• Cure
«"• *«
5£flfwcu Alpha, Epiiloru American Heart Walk

Researchers fired Ihe baseballs at a crash dummy previously used to test auto safety
The balls were fired a( 80 niph
and 90 mph, the speed at
which previous studies consislenlly produced cardiac arrest
in a model of a 10-year-old.
Based on the data collected,
the researchers concluded (hat
using a chest protector may
actually increase the amount ol
momentum and force delivered to the chest.
According to Thompson, he
has not seen or heard of a death
or a significant chest injury in
Wood County, though he does
remember an incident in
Columbus involving a youth
league player.
"I don't want to de-emphasize the importance of safety,

prepared me for the rest of the
travels. McBride said I hal was
probabh die haidest situation I
could have been in. It made me

stronger. It made me realize whai
was important to inc.'
While Brian was un a tliuvmiiiith loan to Kverton of the
I ngUsh Premier League this winter, the McBrides stayed in a flat
in Manchester
McBride said he didn't have a
favorite restaurant and didn'l
make a l<>i ol friends or meet any
neighbors. I le was there for (he
soccer, not to collect souvenirs or
fill his photo album.
"When you're in this job. you
really don't get a chance to l>e a

tourist You have (raining every
morning, sometimes you have
two training sessions," he said.
A day will come when McBride
won't have to hit the road anymore. He said it will lie easy lo
determine when to stay home for
good.

Its gut to lie a situation that
you talk to yotit family about,"
said McBride. under contract 10
the crew until JtHi, II it's affecting your family life, then ol
course you probably change it."

Gum on
postage
stamps
has

hul people can overreact to a
situation." Thompson said.
"For example two or three
years ago an incident happened in Columbus and the
demand for chest protectors
was very high. Everyone wanted to buy one. They nin $40S50. Stores actually went out of
stock because of the demand.
This was a case of people
becoming overly concerned."
Thompson said thai when
looking at the number of
deaths caused by chest injuries
people have to consider lhal
over a million kids around Ihe
country play little league baseball and only a selecl lew arc
actually injured. "No one wants
lo be that 25 out of a million,
but people are overreacting."
he said.

two to
eight
calories.

m ADULT MART ts
DVD • VIDEOS • TOYS
BACHELORETTE & BACHELOR PARTY GIFTS
k A
LOTIONS & MASSAGE OILS
1
WED
OPEN
GREETING CARDS • MAGAZINES
LADIES DAY
24
20% OFF
HOURS

%

Lingerie (Boutique*
www.myadultwarehouse.com

OLDER

20 MINUTES SOUTH OF TOLEDO

419-288-2131

& ■

- GODFREY'S FAMILY RESTAURANT 1021 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419-352-0123

-SpecialsIF You MOVE-IN BEFORK MAY

15,2003

FEATURES INCLUDE THE
FOLLOWING:
• Minnies to BGSU
• Air conditioning

Thursday Night
•All you can eat
fried chicken
$6.99
•Includes potato,
vegetables and stuffing.

• Updated kitchen with oak cabinets
• High-speed internet available

•
•
•
•
•
MK) Napoleon Ro.ul in Bowling Green

(419) 352-6335

Heal included
I..uindiv facilities in all buildings
Ample purking/ctirpoits available
Serene, park-like selling
Convenient location, cas) access to
I 75. Highway 2^ and Route 6

Friday Night
•All you can eat perch,
potato, coleslaw,
roll
$5.75
•All you can eat
Alaskan Walleye, potato,
coleslaw, roll
$7.50
Check out our daily specials!

Bring this ad for an additional
15% off any regularly priced
menu item with valid
BGSU student I.D.

Mon-Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

Hours
6:30am-8:30pm
6:30am-9:30pm
7:00am-9:00pm
8:00am-8:00pm
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IOC considering cutting sports
BylaymeRamson
AS^SUNI SPOR1
*SWST»Nt
SPOR1S SDItOK
Three endangered Olympic
sports will remain in play for at
leas! four more years after the
Inlernalional
Olympic
Committee decided lo postpone
a vote to eliminate baseball, softball and (he modem pentathlon.
The three sports survived the
November elimination hearing,
but will face more hearings in the
coming months as the I(X:
attempts to reduce the cost of the
Olympic Games and produce a
more compact Olympic schedule
of events.
Resistance from a number of
organizations might make the
path toward eliminating the three
sports a rocky one. Both the
International Softball Federation
and the International Baseball
Federation have taken steps to
make sure the sports remain in
the Olympic program.
Proponents of Olympic baseball and softball uncovered IOC
bylaws that prevented the elimination of the sports, slated for the
2004 Athens games. The estab-

lished bylaws prevented the
board from adding a sport within
seven years of a vote and the proponents argued that the same
lime frame should exist foi elimi
nating sports.
Hie decision to review sports
on a regular basis is a fundamental and important change of policy," IOC president lacques Rone
told The Associated Press. "I
believe we also took a good decision to postpone the possible
exclusion of softball, baseball and
modern pentathlon until after
Athens 2004 as this will allow the
Federations to demonstrate that
they have addressed the issues
identified by the Program
Commission report."
Now that advocates of Olympic
baseball and softball have bought
more time to salvage their sports,
they are attempting to gamer
national and international support. Since the IOC revealed that
elimination of some sports was
imminent, proponents of baseball and softball have joined to
voice their displeasure with the
IOCS intentions.

"I think one of the strongest
arguments for Ikeepingl softball is
that it is a female sport and has
had great success in the last two
Olympic Games," Don Porter,
president of the International
Softball Federation, said.
The sport of softball is becoming increasingly popular in foreign countries. One hundred
twenty-four countries boast
national softball teams, making
the sport one of the most widespread in the repertoire of the
Games.
Since softball officially became
an Olympic sport in 1996, the
United States has won gold in
both the 1996 Atlanta Olympic
Games and the 2000 Sydney
Olympics. College softball coaches argue that the lure of a potential Olympic experience has
attracted an increased number of
women to take up the sport. Prior
to the sport's debut in the
Olympic Games, 605 NCAA
schools boasted softball teams.
When the Sydney Olympics started in 2000, that number had
increased to 857 teams.

"Softball has never really had
that much exposure and the
Olympics were our chance to get
that exposure," Bowling Green
State University head softball
coach Leigh Ross-Shaw said. "If
they take that away it may hurt
our sport as far as exposure reasons. Who knows, maybe there
will be a lot of girls that get to the
college level and when they know
that's the end. maybe they won't
try so hard or work so hard, or
keep pushing for something."
College softball and baseball
coaches have emphasized the
Olympic experience as something that all young players look
forward to and strive for in their
careers. In eliminating Olympic
baseball and softball, amateur
athletes might lose the chance to
represent their countries.
Bowling Green State University
head baseball coach Danny
Schmitz experienced baseball at
the elite level when he played with
Team USA in tournaments in
Korea and Taiwan.
"I would be very disappointed
if they took away those sports. I

think it's great for the Olympics to
have both baseball and softball
there," Schmitz said. "It's something that the Olympic fans really
enjoy watching and it's where the
amateurs are still playing. Those
are all really important ingredients and I would love to see the
IOC keep them both."
Schmitz said that the international experience is something
that the athletes are fortunate to
encounter. "It's something I'll
remember the rest of my life."
Schmitz said. "To play baseball at
an international level is just a
tremendous experience and to be
able lo represent your country is
just truly amazing."
Proponents of keeping baseball
and softball in the Olympic arena
have voiced concerns about eliminating opportunities for college
graduates in sports. Without a
professional league, the national
team is the highest plateau one
can reach in softball. If the sport
were eliminated from the
Olympic Games, the highest
plateau would be college softball.
Some feel that without the

potential of an Olympic experience after college, some young
girls might decide to compete in
other sports where they would
have the opportunity lo compete
in the Olympics.
"Softball and baseball have
really developed a lot as s|X)rts
and have come into such a big
thing for young people, especially
for women in softball. There aren't
a lot of sports that women can
play after college and that's one of
them," Liz Tuza, a player on the
Bowling Green State University
softball team. said. "If there's an
opportunity to further your ability
and go farther after college I think
it would deter some women to
another sport if they wanted to
play beyond college."
Ihe final IOC vote on the issue
of eliminating the three sports will
follow the completion of the 2004
Games in Athens. The sports
could be phased out of the
Olympic program as early as the
2008 Beijing Olympics.' If the
sports are eliminated, they would
be the first sports cut since the
loc eliminated polo in 1936.

Shapiro staying positive with losing season
By Tom Withers
tut ASSOCIATED PRESS
CLEVF.IANI) - Mark Shapiro
hasn't been sleeping very well
lately, and this time he can't
blame it on 8-month-old son,
Caden.
The Cleveland Indians have
been keeping their general man-

ager up .it night
"That West Coast trip did,"
Shapiro
admitted
before
Tuesday's game against the
Anaheim Angels,
Alter going 2-8 on a 10-game
trek through Chicago, Seattle and
Oakland, the Indians, who have
lost six straight games, arc 7-18.

That's baseball's second worst
record this side of Detroit, and
Cleveland's poorest start since

opening 4-21 in 1969.
Now wonder the 36-year-old
Shapiro is a little groggy these
days.
The losing hurts, but Shapiro
remains convinced his young

team will soon turn things
around. He's hoping the pain is
only temporary.
"We don't believe we're as bad
as you might think we are," he
said. "And we are not going to slay
bad for too long."
Shapiro has tried to pick out
the positives during one of the

roughest Aprils in club history.
He can take some solace in the
Indians' starting pitchers being
ranked No. 4 in the AL with a 3.87
KRA, and by the early progress
he's seeing in rookies losh Bard,
Brandon Phillips and Danys
Baez.

Shapiro also believes that rook-

ie manager Flic Wedge will not
allow his plavcrs lo locus on anything but improving each lime

they take the field.
"I lc won't let ihere be a seconddivision mentality," Shapiro said.
"Its never easy lo lose. Bui I think
the majority of everything thai
has gone on has been positive."
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Golden Key Members
and Sophomore
Recognition students..

114 S. Main St. #7&9: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown
above Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. Extra storage. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Resident pays electric/ heat. #7 $315, #9 $375 per month for a 12
month lease.
117 N. Main St. #2,4,5,6,78.8: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located
downtown. All are different. Laundry facilities on premises. Resident pays all
utilities. #2 $365, #4 $375, #5 $335, #6 $340, #7 $385, #8 $290 per month for
a 12 month lease.
315 1/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck.
Gas heat. Resident pays all utilities. Eat in kitchen. Cat permitted with
references. Close to downtown. $450 per month for a 12 month lease.
117 1/2 Lehman: Three bedroom unfurnished upper duplex. Private entrance.
Resident pays all utilities. $515 per month for a 12 month lease. (ZONED FOR
NO MORE THREE(3) UNRELATED PEOPLE)
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Rentals"

332 S. Main
<-4l«>) 352-5620
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FIND OUT HOW TO GIVE A 5,000 FOOT BOOST
TO AN ENTRY-LEVEL JOB.

Please Join us
Monday, May 5
for an End of the Year Gathering
WHERE: UNION 207
TIME: 9:15 PM
Honor Cords and Prizes Will be Handed Out!!!

G0ARMY.COM

1-800-USA-ARMY

For more information on the Army Reserve contact
Staff Sergeant David Schertz at 1G16 East Wooster Street
in Bowling Green or call (419) 352-7541.
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FORMER IRAQI OIL MINISTER SURRENDERS
DOHA, Qatar (AP) —The former Iraqi oil minister,
Amir Rashid Muhammad al-Ubaydi, has surrendered
to the U.S.-led coalition forces, the U.S. Central
Command said. He surrendered Monday and is in
coalition custody, the command said in a brief statement from Camp As Sayliyah in Qatar.

WORLD
"Make no mistake of the clanger we're in.
If they have lost everything, they will
make sure we lose everything. And that
means our lives."

Opium crops return
By Kattiy Gannon

JAKE MAlLOt. GEN. SEC. OF THE OFFSHORE INDUSTRY LIAISON COMMIT I E(.

THE "SSOCIAKD PRESS

KANDAHAR, Afghanistan —
Mohammed Din said he had two
choices to survive Afghanistan's
crushing poverty: beg or grow
poppies.
Despite a countrywide ban by
Afghan President Hamid Karzai,
he chose poppies — the crop
used to make heroin.
The United Nations says Din is
not alone.
Afghanistan is expected to
have a bumper harvest this season and produce about 4,000
tons of opium, making it the
world's No. 1 producer again, a
record it had held prior to the
eradication of poppies by the
Taliban rulers in 2001.
A preliminary survey of 134
districts of Afghanistan, carried
out last month by both the
United Nations and the Afghan
anti-narcotics division, showed a
rise in poppy production even in
areas not previously known for
the crop.
Nearly 80 percent of Bamiyan
province is growing poppies as
well as much of central Ghor
province
neither poppygrowing areas in the past, says
Nasir Ahmed, of the UN. Drug
Agency in southern Kandahar.
Ahmed trained dozens of
Afghan men on how to question
farmers, without getting them
angry and getting thrown off
their fields. Responses will be
included in a survey over the next
four months.
"There is a way to ask the questions, to make the farmers
understand that by answering
the questions they are not going
to have their crops destroyed,"
Ahmed said. "The surveyor
learns how to explain to the
elders that we are here just to ask
questions."

Oil workers
take hostages

"Make no mistake of the danger we're In," one hostage said in
an e-mail message read by hike
Molloy, general secretary of the
Offshore Industry Liaison
Committee, an Aberdeen,
Scotland-based labor union
which has members among the
hostages. "If they have lost
everything, they will make sure
we lose everything. And that
means our lives." Western diplomats said the hostages included
21 Americans and 35 Britons.

About 100 hostage takers, who
work on the tigs, have been
holding the workers since April
19. But it was not immediately
clear why the hostage-takings
were not announced until yesterday
Transocean announced April
22 that a strike had begun but
did not mention captive workers. Other oil companies in the
past have prefened to deal with
such crises out of the glare of
media coverage.
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LAST RESORT: Mohammed Din, left who stands in his poppy field with his kids in Kandahar,
Afghanistan said that he had two choices to survive the crushing poverty, beg or grow poppies
With eight children to feed,
scarce water supplies and hardly
any money, Din isn't listening lo
Karzai's order to stop growing
poppies.
"We have no choice. If the government destroys our fields there
will be nothing left for us to do,
but to beg," he said squatting
over his parched earth.
Whether he grows wheat or
poppies, Din has to pay roughly
$60 a month to run the pump
that brings water to his land. He
said he gets 50 cents for a bushel
of wheat that costs him $1.10 to
produce mosUy because of the
cost of diesel to irrigate the land.
Din farms in southern
Afghanistan's Helmand province,
one of the biggest opium-pro-

ducing regions in the country.
The other big producer is
Afghanistan's eastern Nangaihar
province.
Workers get $1.50 a day to slit
the poppy bulb and collect the
juice. 1 larvesting wheat pays the
seasonal laborer barely $2 a
month.
On either side of the main road
that stretches from the Pakisian
border of Torkham to Jalalabad,
the Nangarhar provincial capital,
poppies flutter in die midmoming breeze. Nangarhar produces
more than 25 percent of all poppies grown in Afghanistan.
One farmer made a feeble
attempt at hiding his crop by
hanging white sheets on a nearby line. But elsewhere they were

flourishing in the open.
In the last years of Taliban rule
poppy glowing was gradually
eliminated — 15 percent one
year, 30 percent the next. In the
final year, it was virtually wiped
out.
But when the Taliban collapsed in November 2001, some
farmers ripped out their wheat
crop and re-planted poppies.
Nasir said weaning farmers off
poppy requires a massive investmenl in infrastructure — roads
lo allow farmers to bring their
harvested wheat to markcl;
dams to provide water for irrigation; schools and health clinics to
improve village living.
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Delta Sigma Pi
Congratulates the new
Fall 2003 Exec Officers
President
Senior VP
VP Pledge Education
VP Professional Activity
VP Alumni Relations
VP Scholarships & Awards
VP Community Service
VP Chapter Operations
VP Finance
Chancellor
Director of Fundraising
Social Chair
Brotherhood
Historian
Sgt. at Arms
DGR
DAC
Technology Chair

LAGOS, Nigeria — Striking
Nigerian oil workers have seized
97 hostages, including 2\
Americans, on several offshore
oil rigs, officials said yesterday.
Some captives said they feared
armed rescue attempts would
end in disaster.
There were conflicting reports
about whether the hostages had
been threatened. One wrote an
e-mail that said the hostage-takers wanted they would blow up
the rigs if attacked, but oil officials dismissed reports that any
oil workers had been threatened
and said the strikers appeared
willing to give up.
The rigs, owned by I loustonbased Transocean. were drilling
wells on behalf of oil multinationals Royal/Dutch Shell and

A British hostage told his wife
early yesierday that the hostagetakers were threatening to blow
up the rigs if anyone tried to
storm them, Molloy said.
The woman, whom Molloy
declined to identify for safely
reasons, however said her husband did not believe the strikers
had explosives. Molloy did not
know if the strikers had guns,
although he said some hostages
said their captors were armed
with the installations' fircfighting axes.
Nigeria is one of the world's
largest oil exporters and the fifth
largest producer of U.S. oil
imports. Sabotage and hostage
takings by community activists,
labor groups and thugs are relatively common in the Niger
Delta, where nearly all of
Nigeria's oil is drilled. Hostages

By Glenn McKenzie

James Huter
DD Blausey
Katie Blickenstaff
Stephanie Schroeder
Cheryl Homan
Stephanie Huelsman
Amy Surgeon
Kristin Harvey
Jimmy Bertke
Jim Goff
Kathryn Wells
Christine Adamson
Rich Griffith
Cathy Snyder
Mike Scapparrotti
Eileen Langford
Dustin Alt
Matt Meyer

Mtntfjrop terrace
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am -2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 am - 3:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

c£ High Speed Internet
' coming this summer.
Shuttle service to and
from campus.
2 swimming pools.
3 Laundromats
1 and 2 bedroom
Apartments
Heat Paid.
Ride our shuttle to check us out
Lot A 9-10:30 1-4:30
Runs every 30 minutes
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rarely are harmed.

RELIABLE PERSON?

RELIABLE CAR?.
DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED
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Deliver BG News up to 3 hours every morning, M-F.
• REQUIREMENTS
-Reliable car (truck preferred) with insurance
-Ability to work M-F at 5:30 AM to 8:30 AM
-100% reliable with an outstanding
employment history
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nam-1:30am
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed: 11am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am
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BENEFITS
-$10-$15 Per Hour
-Weekends FREE
Apply in person M-F 8-5 PM
204 West Hall

NEWS

The BG News is now
eccepting applications for
Summer a Fall 2003 Staffs

Reporters
• Web Staff
Staff Editors
• Copy Editors
Opinion Columnist
Photographers
Graphic Designers NEWS

BG
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' Applications are available in 210 or 204 West Hall.
' Deadline to apply is 5 pm Friday, May 2nd.
> Interviews will be starting on Monday, May 5.
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Assassination accusation
By Dusan Stojanovic
1H( ASSOCIilfD PRESS

SrOian INc AP Photo

ORGANIZED ASSASSINATION: Serbia's Interior Minister Dusan
Mihajlovic addresses a press conterence yesterday in Belgrade.
Police filed criminal charges against 45 people tor masterminding
the killing of Serbia' prime minister Zoran Djindjic on March 12

BELGRADE.
SerbiaMontcncgro — Former Yugoslav
President Slobodan Milosevic
was charged yesterday with
attempting to kill an opposition
politician, while dozens of his loyalists were indicted in the March
12 assassination of Serbia's prime
minister.
Milosevic was charged with
"organizing a criminal group"
thai Hied to kill V'uk Draskovic in
lune 2000. Draskovic, a key opposition leader at die time, was only
slightly wounded when bullets
grazed his ear.
Police also charged Milosevic's
secret police chief and his former
army chief of staff, who allegedly
organized the gunmen's escape in
a military helicopter.
Several members of the same
underworld group also were
among 45 suspects charged yesterday in the sniper shooting of
Serbian Prime Minister Zoran
Djindjic.
Police have not directly linked
Milosevic with the prime minister's slaying, but they claim the
underworld group that masterminded the killing was connected to a special police unit.
Police say the assassination
was part of a wider plot to over-

throw the late prime minister's
pro-Western government and
reinstate a nationalist leadership
loyal to Milosevic.
Vojislav Seselj, an ultranationalist leader who gave himself up
to the U.N. war crimes tribunal in
Pie Hague, Netherlands, on Feb.
23, was charged with aiding and
abetting Djindjic's assassins.
Milosevic was ousted from
power in 2000 and extradited to
the United Nations war crimes
tribunal in 2001 for his alleged
role in the wars in Bosnia, Croatia
and Kosovo. He currently is on
trial in The Hague, Netherlands.
It was the second time in less
than a week that police charged
Milosevic. Last week, they
charged him with "inciting" the
2000 murder of political foe and
former Serbian president Ivan
Slambolic, suggesting they
believed he ordered
it.
Stambolic's body was found in
March.
Milosevic likely will be tried in
absentia in Serbia His U.N. war
crimes trial, which began more
than a year ago, is not expected to
conclude before 2005.
The other prominent names
among the 45 include Lt. Gen.
Aco Tomic, until last month the
army's intelligence chief; Borislav
Mikelic, who briefly served as the

prime minister of the selfdeclared Serb mini-state in
wartime Croatia; and Rade
Bulatovic, an aide to Vojislav
Kostunica.
Kostunica
succeeded
Milosevic as Yugoslavia's president before the enactment of
constitutional changes that formally transformed the country
into Serbia and Montenegro. He
rejected the accusations against
Bulatovic
In a statement released yesterday, he called his adviser for security matters a "political prisoner"
who should be "released immediately."
Serbian Interior Minister
Dusan Mihajlovic told reporters
yesterday that Tomic and
Bulatovic were charged because
they promised those plotting the
assassination that the .mm
would not act to prevent a possible coup after Djindjic's killing.
The charges against the 45
include "murder, terrorism and
criminal conspiracy," Mihajlovic
said.
He said 15 members of an
underworld clan and of a special
police unit were directly involved
in Djindjic's assassination. The
rest of those charged either conspired or indirectly helped in the
killing, Mihajlovic said.
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Services Offered
Order your graduation treih
baked dally party sub* &
cookies now. We also make
large greek & tossed salads.
Call DiBenedetto's 352-4663
Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
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America's 911 force heads home
By Denis D Gray
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NAIAI-; Iraq — "We brought
everyone home alive." For Maj.
Gen. Charles Swannack. thai was
ihe best of a string of accomplishments as his troops in the 82nd
Airborne Division prepared to
leave Iraq.
They cleared several cities of
Saddam Hussein's paramilitary.
They protected supply lines limn
snipers and rearguard ambushes.

They coordinated security for a
Shiite Muslim pilgrimage by

some l million faithful,
This week, some 1,200 soldiers
oi the 82nd — a group mined for
rapid deployment known as
America's 911 force — began
heading lor Kuwait expecting to
be stateside by mid-May.
I hey are the first major Anny
unit to head home.
" Ihey wan) us lo go back there
to gel ready in case another con-

THERE IS STILL TIME
YOUCANFINDAN
AFFORDABLE APARTMENT
146 1/2 MANVU.LR - One BR, upper dupltx. Limn 2 iwoplt. S47J.0O
per month, deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available 5/17/03 to
5*04.
517 E. REED- At Thurstin. One Bedroom. 1 Balh. Furnished. Or

Unfurnished.

School Year - Two Person Rale - 5540.00
One Year - Two Person Rate • $450.00
451 Tlll.RsriS - Across From OITenhauer. Furnished Efficiencies
with full baths Assigned Parking
School Year - One Person Only - $385.00
One Year - One Person Only • $345.00
521 E. MERRY . Close to Offenhauir Two Bedrooms. Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year • Two Person Rate $570.00
505 ClrPlA.lt STREET • Campus Minor - Behind Klnko'i. Two
Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year ■ Two Person Rale - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate • $520.00
615 SECOND - TVo Bedroom Furnished. One Balh.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year • Two Person Rale ■ $520.00
707 - 727 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year • One Person Rale ■ $395.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $350 00
B25 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - One Person Rate - $440.00
One Year • One Person Rate • $390.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
Sth,Kil Year - Two Person Rale - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
442A55 ;j, cINTEhTRISE - One Bedroom. Furn. or t'nfurn.
School Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $350.00
810-8IS FOl'RTH - One Bedroom. Furn or Unfum.
School Year - One Person Rale • $425.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $360.00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year • Two Person Rate • $535.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
MO-MO SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor. Two Bedroom. Two Baths,
Dishwashers. Extra Storage Area.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $630.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
818 SEVENTH Two Bedroom, One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
MB SEVENTH- One Bedroom unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
725 NINTHOne Bedroom UnfurnisheJ. PETS ALLOWEDI
School Year - One Person Rale - $445.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $380.00
724 s. romCF-Two Bedroom Unfurnished, 1 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $630.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
521 E. MERRY . Two Bedroom Furnished. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year • Two Person Rate - $570,00

841 EIGHTH . Two Bedroom Furn or Unfum. PETS ALLOWEDI
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $470.00
ME HAVE MAM- OTHEH OSE A.SD TWO HOVOXM HI -UJ1.VCS. STOP IV THE
OFFICE FOH A BKOCHVVE
US ALLOW PETS IN SELECTED BVILBIHCS UITIIA S125.00 NONREFI 'MIABLE PET DEPOSIT

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Tkco lit 11.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.johnnewlovereaIestate.com

tingency conies up," said Capt.
llmmle Cummings, division
spokesman. One of the division's
three brigades is kept always
ready for airlift worldwide within
18 hours of an order.
When the war began, the division was poised to parachute into
Baghdad if Saddam's regime collapsed suddenly. Instead, it protected supply lines and rooted
out resistance bypassed by the
main attacking units.
lately, they've been distributing humanitarian aid and handing over sectors of southern Iraq
to U.S. Marines.
One brigade of the 82nd will be
left behind. Another is deployed
in Afghanistan and the Utird at Ft.
Bragg.
"This place is getting back to
normalcy very, very quickly. Of all
the places I ve served, Iraq has the
best prospects for the future,"
said Swannack, the division commander, whose 32-year career
has taken him to Panama, Haiti
and Bosnia.
Sgt. Andrea Baker, supervising
preparation of the last hot meals
at the compound outside this
southern Iraq city, said she

missed "all the things we take for
granted — running water, a toilet,
a bed, a warm body next lo me."
Still, she was "indifferent"
about going home. "I love this
kind of stuff. They call me a field
rat. If I had to stay out longer I
wouldn't mind it," said Baker, 23,
of Las Vegas, N.M. "My husband
and I prepared ourselves mentally for six months of separation
and it will only be three months."
And there were other doubts.
"We'll get good support from the
community around Ft. Bragg, but
among the general public I think
it will be a mixed reception
because a lot of people didn't
support the war," Baker said.
Still, she felt she made a contribution as a woman: "The local
women seem to get quite a shock
when they see us driving a car or
carrying a rifle. I hope it's an
inspiration for them to see they
are worth more than the poor
way they are treated."
Spc. Andrew Kosterman, of
Racine, Wis. came as a combat
cameraman. But he doesn't need
to look at his photos to recall April
3, the day Swannack said was
perhaps the 82nd's toughest in

Iraq.
Told to "just go out and cover
the infantry," Kostennan tumid
himself shooting photographs
and ducking for cover as troops
crossed the Euphrates River and
into the city of Samawah in a violent, pre-dawn assault.
AC-130 gun si iips raked the
battlefield and artillery shells
whistled overhead. A taxi sped
toward Kosterman, a gunman
spraying bullets from an AK-47
rifle before a machine gunner
atop a Humvee opened fire, dissolving the vehicle's windshield
into a mosaic of blood and glass.
It was three days before
Kosterman's 21st birthday.
"All I want to do when i get
back is the normal stuff. My
friends are going lo college and
having fun at parties, and I'm
here fighting a war," he said.
Maj. lohn Copp, of Cincinnati,
Ohio, was taking back a different
memory from Khan Ar Rahbah.
an ancient, partially ruined
fortress south of Najaf where
some 250 villagers, their donkeys
and camels, barely survive in the
harsh desert.

Bus. Mktg. Myl Job market is tight,
but bus. booming at private US-15.
yr old, S3 B, intl. comm co. Recruit,
train, mkt, manage, your intl. team in
10+ countires. Franch/Entrep business. Thought $4k- S10k/mo. in 3
mo. was impossible, then lookagain.
Mr. Ault: densilviemvexcol.com
Learn a skill lor lite. Take PEG 157'
Western Horsemanship. Check us j
out at Sandersonstables.com

Wanted

1-2 Female Subleasers needed for.
clean, quiet. Lg. apt. in Univ Village.
Call 353-6913, ask lor Laura or Kara:
3 F. Roommates needed. Own rm/.
Sterling Apts. 5/11-8/11. $680 total
lor all summer. Call 419-353-6040,
Lisa, Sharon or Melissa
Extra Hotel Room lor
Graduation Weekend.
II interested call 353-3892
Grad tickets needed lor 9:30
graduation with College of Arts &
Sciences. Will pay!! Call Heidi at
691-2060.
Male subleasers lor Aug 03 thru
May 04 at 818 N. Enterprise.
$240/mo + util. Call 214-3432
Need 2 Graduation tickets
lor 1pm ceremony. Will Pay.

Call Karen at 352-2143

UAO Fall 2003 Concert Survey
What type of concert would
you attend? (check two)
□ Country
□ Hip Hop / Rap

□ Alternative Rock

□ Punk Rock
□ Pop / R&B

□ Rock

□ Alternative
□ Jam Band

□ Top 40

List 3 artists you would like to see
at BGSU. (be reasonable)
How much would you pay to see
one of these artists?
□ $10-15

□ $15-20

□ Other (please specify)

Please turn in completed surveys to
408 Student Union or e-mail to
myuao @ bgnet.bgsu.edu
Questions or comments call
372-2486 or e-mail
myuao @ bgnet.bgsu.edu

Q $20-25
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Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Need 4 Graduation Tickets
lor 4:30 ceremony. Will Pay.

Desk clerk needed Sat. and Sun.
8am-4pm. Additional shifts possible.
Please stop by Buckeye Inn and
Studios. 1740 E. Wooster to apply.
352-1520.

Child care needed in our Sytvania
home for our 11 a 13 yr old. Must be
avail, tor entire summer, June 5 to
Aug. 27, btwn. 8am-5pm M-F. Must
have a car a rel. Please send 1 pg
descnption of your qualifications to
PO Box 664 Syrvania OH 43560.

Office cleaning evenings.
5-7 hrs/wk. Own transportation
required Call 352-5822

"'New lower Prices on Lg. houses
Lg 2 bdrm- 304 Court, up. $675/mo.
incl. all util. Very Lg. 3 bdrm- 211 E
Reed. $1050 mo Inquire on 3 Bdrm
avail, $900/mo. incl all util. Also Eft.
a others avail Call 353-0325,9-9

•"•(New) Catty Studios (New)
Now leasing for summer a tall semesters a beyond to seniors a grad
students. Fully furnished, including
25" TV. all utilities From $395/mo
Only serious students apply Call
352-7365 from 10-4 After hrs a
wkends 352 1520.

419-662-4713
Please helplllll
I need 9:30 a.m. grad tickets.
Will payl Lynn 352-2779.
Roommate wanted Aug. 03-04.
Own room, smoke Iriendly.
Call Lia at 354-8408.
- Summertime F. Subleaser needed
(or duplex on E. Evers. $250/mo
Irom May Aug Call Jill at 353-1170

ENTERTAINMENT SECURITY
GUEST SERVICES
Accepting applications for the Summer. Special Event Season. Event
and Concert positions available
Great salary and flexible hours. Be
involved with virtually every major
event in Cleveland Call for interview
and ask lor Anne 216-426-7333.
Fall sem. child care needed in our
Perrysburg home for a 4 & a 1 yr.
old Up to 4 halt days per wk. Early
childhood or related major pref.
Call Ann Marie at 419-874-0878

Help Wanted

4.00 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA.
Lohikan8004884321ww.lohikan.com
Bartender trainees needed.
I
$250 a day potential. Local
positions 1 800 293-3985 ext. 541
; Cleaning & Miscellaneous help
needed starting in May.

<

Please cal 353-0325

Easy walk from Campus. Work
pt time or full time around your
college & personal schedule. Work a
mm of 15 hrs./wk. Many college
students work here. Standard pay is
$6.00/hr. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling & packaging of
small parts Apply in person b/w the
hrs. of 9am-5pm (M-F) al ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC , 428 Clough St.BG.OH. only 2
blocks Irom campus near Kinko's &
Dairy Queen next to RR tracks.
Easy walk from Campus. Work
pt/time or full time around your
college & personal schedule. Work a
min. ol 15 hrs /wk Many college
students work here. Standard pay is
$6.00/hr. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling & packaging of
small parts. Apply in person b/w the
hrs. of 9am-5pm (M-F) at ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC., 428 Clough St.BG.OH, only 2
blocks from campus near Kinko's 8
Dairy Queen next to RR tracks.

Full ft Part time
Delivery & Prep personnel.
DIBenedetto's 1432 E. Wooster
Kidz Watch Drop-in Child Care in
Perrysburg is now hinng care givers
lor on site & referral service. Great
opportunity for educ. & child related
major. Send resume to 6819 W.
Central Ave, Suite H Toledo 43617
Landscape Positions Available
Nilsson Landscape

419-832-0239
Lawn Maintenance.
Part & Full time for Spring &
Summer Call 352-5822
Loving child care needed in our
Toledo home. Part-time, lall and
spring. Please call 419-372-9132.
Maid needed 2-3 days/wk from 8am
through early afternoon Please stop
by Buckeye Inn and Studios 1740
E. Wooster to apply 352-1520.
Marketing Associate
Local investment advisory practice
looking for an individual who is selfmotivated w/excellent verbal skills
lor telephone-based marketing.
NO direct selling. Position will
provide right person w/excellent
opportunity to grow a learn exciting
industry the right way. Competitive
hourly wage. Fax resume to 419891-2281 or call 419-891-3100. il interested.

Now hiring for Summer Employment
Raise money for BGSU while building your resume, work a flexible
schedule a earn $7.257nr. on campus Call 372-0400 or email:
'ryan.gallagher@ruffalocody.com
Person(s) needed to work w/13 yr.
old autistic boy in Oregon, Oh home.
$8/hr. 3pm? wkdays; 9am-?
wkends Start ASAP 419-693-7869.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUNI SAVE
MONEY! Sports camp in Maine.
Coaches needed: Tennis, Basketball. Baseball. Water-Sports. Rock
Climbing, Biking, Golf. Archery,
Hockey a more. Work Outdoors.
Have a great summer Call Free:
(888)-844-8080 or
Apply Online: www.campcedar.com

Summerwork $12 25 base-appt
Great resume exp. $120,000 in
scholarships Awarded. Conditions
apply, must be 18- Cust Service/
sales. No telemarketing. Flex hrs.
Call 419-861-6133 or visit
workforstudents.com
Tired of draining your Piggy
Bank?? Summer Work Is Avail.
ntemships a Scholarships awarded
Valuable work experience
Excellent Income
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your people skills
Increase your resume value
Team atmosphere
Flexible start dates
|Posslble earnings $368-$1250/wk
Interviewing nowl Toledo srea

Call 1-800-809-9006
Start making $$$ today!
Yard work 3 to 10 hours per week.
$7.00 per hour.
Contact Molly at 352-0915

Pt time nanny w baby care exp.
needed to care tor lovable 18 mo.
old in our BG home. 3-4 day'wk. hrs.
negotiable. $7-9/hr, depending on
experience. Can start now. Good
references a credentials a must
419-353-5363
STAYING FOR SUMMER????
ARE YOU SICK OF J.O.B.s
$2000.00- $4000.00 PER MONTH
Internships &
Scholarships Awarded
Valuable Work Experience
Excellent Income
Awesome Atmosphere
Increase People Skills
Increase Resume Value
Team Atmosphere
Flexible Start Dates
INTERVIEWING NOW
TOLEDO AREA

$500 Police Impounds!
Cars/trucks/SUV's from $500.
Hondas, Chevys a more! For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext. 4558

2 bdrm apt avail May 15 $600, located on campus NO pets and yr
lease required Call 354-0229
2 bdrm. apt. fum. avail May.
801 Fifth St $495/mo . gas/elec
Call 419-494-9282

1 and 2 bdrm. apts avail in serene
park-like setting Includes appliances, heat, and relurbished entries
Bowling Green Village 352-6335

2 bdrm. apt., excellent cond.
Close to University!!
Call 686-4651.

1 bdrm. unfurnished apt.
$390 mo Available now1 No pets

2 bdrm. fum. or unfurn. apts. 724
6th St. 705 7th St. $460 mo. 1 yr.
lease - $525 mo school year lease.
Call 354-0914

419-352-4650
1 Subleaser needed 5/15thru 8/15
Own rm a full bathroom. $200 + util.
Call 353-1440

2 Bdrm. furnished apartment
available July 15.
419-352-4773 or 419-265-1061

1,2a 3 bdrm. apts within
2 blocks of campus for 03-04
school year Call 352-5239

2 bdrm unfurnished for Aug. 710
Seventh St Quiet seniors 8 grads.
new kitchens, heat paid. 352-3445

1-2 subleasers needed 5/03-8/03, 2
bdrm.. 1 1/2 bath, w/d. a/c. turn.
Must pay util but rent negotiable
419-353-3038. Stephanie

2003-04 Apartments
800 Third St
3 blocks off campus Call 354-9740

3 Bdrm. duplex available
Aug. 15. $675/mo.
419-352-4773 or 419-265 1061

3rd. St. 2 bdrm., free heat ♦ water,
assign parking, a/c. laundry, balcony. Start Jan.04-$500 Call 373-9820

1994 Ford Mustang Convertible.
75,000 miles, exc. cond. $7,900.
Call 419-352-7343
Custom Screen Printed T-Shirts
$6.95 and up-no minimum order.
SIGN ME UP!! 419-354-6653
Ford 94 Muslang.
5 spd. V6, Excellent cond, Sunroof

2 bdrm. apt. a 3 bdrm townhouse
available lor summer a fall leases.
Call 352-5822

0304 apf./nouse 3 bdrm. $750
2 bdrm $400-650*
eff-1 bdrm $250-350
Call 419-353-8206

For Sale

846 5th St 2 bdrm. apt. wsh/dry.
dshwsh. fireplace. 1 bath. Avail Aug

1 -3 subleasers needed $250/mo .
util. per person Brand new house
May-Aug Erin at 353-1150

$525'mo » util. 419-354-2500
A great apt tor 2-4 people! 2 bdrm.
close to campus, turn. A/C. clean,
quiet, spacious Avail. 8/15/03.
Call 352-1104

12 mo'leases starling
May 17, 2003:
230 N. Enterprise «D
1 Br.-1 person- $380 * util.
408 E. Court »B
1 Br 1 person- $400 plus util.
415 E. Court «A
1 Br-1 person- $320 « util.

$5,800 419-353-3776

1-800-009-9006
Summer employment. Child care
for 8 yr. old boy a 12 yr. old girl.
Needed Mon thru Fri. 8:30-3:45
during summer.No nights or
wkends. Educ. major a plus.
Perrysburg Call 419-873-1480

"Newly advertised Apt Listings
1 Bdrm, very Lg. Liv/Bdrm, incl. util.
2 Bdrm. good shape, incl. most util
Rooms. $225/mo. incl util, next to
campus. Also Eft. a others avail.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

Have Graduation Tickets for Sale.
9:30 and 4:30 Ceremony.
Call 353-5683
Twin bookcase bed, mattress and
box spring, matching dresser w/mirror. great cond.!! $150 OBO

Apt. 2 bdrm. upstairs, downtown,
recently remodeled. $550/mo. Avail
May 1. 03. 419-354-1612 ext 301
BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 8 gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917

419-354-6689

Happy 21st
Birthday
Dan!

DIVE IN!

rO

QUIET GRAD OR
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSING

^J^^J

I Love You!
Sara

V^_

317 Manville: One bedroom unfurnished or
furnished apartments. Located close to Campus.
Resident pays all utilities. $325.00 per month for
a 12 month lease.

We're filling up fasti
Full for May
6 Two bedrooms left for August
2 Blocks from
Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

y

317 Manville #F & L: Furnished or unfurnished
efficiency apartments. Close to Campus.
Resident pays all utilities. $295.00 per month
for a 12 month lease.
'. G S \l.lltl N
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Rentals

vHlmiciirvsviifa 4l4tcor.nct

Why RENT a ROOM when you
can RENT an APARTMENT for LE$$?
when YOU can live LESS than
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS?
If you want MORE for LE$$, GREENBRIAR, INC. offers:
•1,2,3 and 4 bedroom furnished apartments and houses
•On-site Laundry facilities •24 hour Emergency Maintenance
ALSO AVAILABLE IN SELECTED UNITS
•FREE Internet
•Fireplaces

"

CAMPus, ■

•Microwaves
•Central Air

Call or Come in today to see a unit!
419-352-0717

mm

0- NOW RENTING FOR FALL■%
COLUMBIA COURT
NO LIMITS
NO BOUNDARIES
Don't let expensive tuMon payments stop you from pursuing higher education
As a part-time employs*, you can receive up to 123,000 in college education
assistance through the UPS Earn a Learn Program plus:
■ JB.50-S9 50/Hour
• Wsskty Paychacks
• beesent Benams
• PaM VScaMons
• On**Ms Classes
• 4 Shift! to Choose From:
Pr.load. Dey. Twilight 4 Midnight
UPS can provide the financial help you need to get through school because
once you have your degree there are no limlta to what you can accomplish

sin
LEARN
Projum

CONTACT UPS TOOAYl
419491-6820
1550 HOOLAND ROAD • MAUMEE. OH 43537
www.uptJotM.com
Earn and Lswn
rn Progfeww OuldfcBnM Apply
opportunity ..mploysM

®

• 3 bedroom, 2 bath
1
furnished, A/C, fireplace
' FREE Internet in selected units
' Now offering Individual
leases

451 & 424 FRAZEE AVE
3 bedroom, 2 bath
furnished, A/C, fireplaces
microwaves
starting at $800.00
FREE Internet

CAMPBELL HILL
' 2 bedroom townhouse
< 1 1/2 bath, furnished
1
washer/ dryer hookup
' full basement, A/C
. ASK about NEW carpet &
NEW living room furniture

GOOD SELECTION OF GRADUATE STUDENT HOUSING
Monday - Friday 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
www.wcnel.org

gbrental

445 E. Woosler
Bowling Green. OH 43402
352-0717

WWW.B6NEWS.COM
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The Department of Recreational Sports would
like to recognize and congratulate our Spring
2003 and Summer 2003 graduating seniors.
Chris Anderson
Jackie Gilbert
Adam ktnninger
Jason Russ
LoahShortal
Corey Ranncry
MattGalster

Angle KraMrMt
Meghan Susor
Eric Wolff
EvaDledrick
Sarah Duncan
Andrea Weber
Brand! Wyant
Brandy Ebright
Josh Bryan

jenna Comer
Sarah Romec
Matt Molinski
Dave Barac
John Black
Bethany Oose
Erica Gambacdnl
Travis Han
NataJanoso
Sarah Jennings
Nkk Kammeyer
Kerry Kemp
Chris Parthemore
Wayne Slade
Steve Patron
Julie Ferguson
Amy Tormasl

Kristen Riipp
Carohrm Randolph
PaulBlzzaro
Nkk Hogrefe
Kacherlne Kerhran
Dave Marts
Jason Rosa
Sarah Smith
Rachel Strassnar
BethUlery
Jason Swmnlng
Brad Potrikus
Susan Riestenberg
Sharyn Jones
ErtnCrotey
Tom Siebenallcr

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

3 bdrm. house, close 10 campus1
Call lor an appt 686 3805

CLIMATE CONTROLLED
STORAGE
20% Student Discount
All Sizes Available. 419-686-0521.

NEW HOUSE 3 bdrm. 2 bth. A/C.
util. rm wstvdry hookup. Filth St.
$875/mo Avail May 15th 352-8872

Buckeye Sell Storage
For rent: 4 bdrm. I bth. house @
516 E Reed avail. Aug. 16 for a 12
mo. lease $105C'mo. House in good
shape w nice backyd.. carpeted. 1.'2
block Irom campus, w oil st. parking.
Unlum. applic. inclu. no dogs. sec.
dep required, contact
lane at: janewurth01@aol.com

brought to you by
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New house on 5th St. 4 bdrms.
1 bath, wsh'dry. AC. dishwasher.
$900-1000/mo * util. Avail May
419-354-2500

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
25
26
29
32
34
35
39
43
44
45

Pea capsules
Layer ol impurities
Partner ot Porthos
Locality
Soprano Gluck
Look of the moon
Today's first guests
Handbag
Clipped piece
One of today's first hosts
Strong desire
Adjutant
Nod of the head
Took a chair
Produce anew
Sound reflection
Shed tears
Projecting window
Today
Later than now
Brown shade
Just average

Last one avail. 2 bdrm. Heinzsile.
$820/mo. • util. 1 1(2 bath, w/d, a/c,
parking, walk to campus. Avail Aug.
16. 03-Aug. 14. 04 419-353-5800 or
419-230-4420 Patty

REDUCED RENT!! Sublease/ needed at Sterling May-Aug. Will pay 1st
& last mo. rent. Own rm, (urn., a/c.
pool, tanning, S w/d. Call Courtney
at 419-705-5848

For Rent

Lg. 2 bdm apt avail tor sbls May-Aug
2003 WD in unit. 1 1/2 baths. $550
. util Close to campus 353-2269.

Spacious 1 bd'i'i bottom o' dupleon Wooster. across from campus.
Lg yard & porch May-Aug
$435 mo. inc. all util. 419-308-0464

Subleaser leaser needed, Grad.
Student pre! 2 bdrm. garage, A/C,
very close to campus. 352-8863

Subleaser needed lor Aug
2 bdrm apl. own room, $200/mo
214-5487

Subleasers needed May thru Aug.
House. 828 Fifth St 4 bdrm.
washer'dryer. A/C 419-352-5228

Subleaser needed lowered rent tor
June-Aug. N. Enterprise.
Contact Anna at 214-1936.

Summer subleasers 239 Manviile
3 bdrm. house, close to campus
Call Brian or Jeff 419-214-4143

iWkMJWI .Ukt hutir, nl emia
n ilmsc in need!

Lott Apt. 2 bdrm. upstairs downtown,
recently remodeled $550/mo Avail.
May 1.03. 419-354-1612 ext 301
New 5th St Houses 3 bdrm. 1 1/2
bath, wsh/dry, A/C. dshwsh &
4 bdrm. 1 bath, wsh/dry. $7001000/mo . util Avail Aug 354-2500

63
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46
50
51
54
55
57
59
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71
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Management im

Bear hands
Algerian port
Moore ol "Disclosure"
Overly saccharine
Rationality
Blood formation
Thurman ot film
Heckle or Jeckle
Wisconsin city
Ruffian
Pres. Truman
Actor Davis
Appears
Sketch artist
Mrs. Eddie Cantor
Judge
Genesis character
Suffer heartbreak
Companson word
Sprocket
Work units
At some prior time
False god
Let up
Sue of "Lolita"
"One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest" writer

Establish firmly
Actor Cariou
"_ Got You Under My Skin"
Dyeing vat
_ Palmas
With 64A. year today was
first celebrated
Expands
Runs at a steady gait
See 57A
Like a hermit
Wide shoe size
Skirt cut
Weighty
Spectrum hues
Two-to-one, e.g.

41
42
47
48
49
51
52
53
56
58
59
60
61
62
65

Singer Morrison
Gradients
Even score
Tenant
Cause to stop
Shine's behel
String quartet
member
Montreal team
Authorization
Sawbucks
Land title
Related
Novelist Bagnold
Solidifies
Itsy-bitsy
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9
10
11
12
13
18
22
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26
27
28
30
31
33
36
37
38
40
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Graduate Housing for next year.
208/ 210/ 212 S. Church Street
2 Bdrm/ 1 Car Garage

Behavioral Connections

■dtOCMCI Im iln iliffcrvnic they hj*v

1

NEWLY REMODELED HOUSE
3 bdrm. den. 2 bth. 5th St. $875/mo.
Avail Aug 15th. Call 352-8872
Prol rt share houHe w Grad
students or prot. 4 bdrms. 2 wood
burning tireplaces. wooded lot,
across Irom goll course. $255/mo.
incl. util 352-5523 after 7pm.

111 \V ( winild like lo tlunk the SAAII.
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Fully turn, studio. Free util, cable. &
phone. Walk to campus May rent
mo. to mo only $595 or wkly lor
$180 1-419-360-3399.

Anonymous
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ACROSS

GOOD LUCK AND
THANK YOU

Store your stull for the summer.
Many sizes avail Call Buckeye Inn
S Studios any time. 352-1520

The Daily Crossword Fix

(419)353-5800

Management Inc.

Happy Wednesday!!
/f 709

5th Street

APARTMENTS

Thank you SAAFF Advocates'.
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Both, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$500/month Full Year Lease

The Sign Says It All

♦♦♦

BUCKEYE
SELF-STORAGE

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419) 352-1150

J

V

•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!
4^.

Summe.
Storage!
Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

udents
$l2.25bose/appt.
• PT/FTw/flex hours
• Great resume builder
• $120,000 in Scholarships awarded

• $0 Down!
• Internet
• Tanning Bed

• Interns/Co-ops. all maiors
• Conditions apply, must be 18+
• Cust Service/Sales
• No telemarketing
• Filling quickly, Call

9<W-6»M

419.861.6133

Why $o dnywhere else?

www.workforstudenls.com/np

or check the website
H~uH.meccabg.com

Highland

Hillsdale Apt. 1082 Fairview,
I & 2 Bdrm Apts, DishwasherGarbage Disposal. I- BathsWasher/Dryer Hook up (2 Bdrm)

Management

A FEW OPEN NOW

130 E.Washington St., 8G

(419) 354-6036

353-5100
706 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www.suhenclave.com

t=j*
LENDER

SUH is a trademark of SUH«, Inc

/(JlfcCA
Manigcment Inc.

9 AM - 5PM

Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe

1st month 1/2 offl

Efficiencies/1 Bdrms. Laundry on
site. BGSU Bus Stop.

Low Security Deposits!
(tor Highland & Jay-Mar only).

STERLING UNIVERSITY

Call 353-5800 for
COMPLETE LISTING

Visit

• 24/7 computer lab/game
room/fitness center

Management Inc.
NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004

Jay-Mar Apts- Senior Grad
Housing, Newly remodeled
with 2 bedrooms, dishwasher
and specious, beautiful rooms.
Starts tSW, 12 mo. lease.
The Highland*- Sanlor/Grad
Housing, 1 Bdrm. spacious
large closets, all new windows, car
pel. some w/new kitchens a oaths
Starts $395, 12 mo lease
The Homeatead- Grad
Houalng, MX great location,
ceramic tile, soundproof cons.,
dishwashers, sky lights, vaulted
ceilings Starts $510/month.

A FEW EFFICIENCES
OPEN NOW

M.uunrnieni Inc.

Heinzsite Apt.. 710 N. Enterprise
1 Bdrms. A/C-DishwasherGarbage Disposal
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.

A FEW OPEN NOW

Management lite.

Parkview Apt., 1045 N. Main
I & 2 Bdrm, 12 Month Lease
Sits by Evergreen Apartments

Aff&CA
Management Inc.

We'll take care ol you. Best
price, well-maintained, privacy
& dead bolt security, large
apts . 2ihr maintenance On
site laundry.

Graceland. 208/210/212
S. Church
2 Bdrm I Bath Duplex
I Car Garage, Washer/Dryer
hook ups
Close to Downtown

www.bghlghlandmgmt.com
hlghland@wcnat.org

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.

